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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
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Optical tweezers have become an important instrument in force measurements associated with various physical, biological, and biophysical phenomena. Quantitative use of optical tweezers relies on accurate calibration of the stiffness of the optical trap. In the first chapter, a comparative study of methods in calibrating the stiffness of a single beam gradient force optical trap at trapping laser powers is provided. The Equipartition theorem and Boltzmann statistic methods demonstrate a linear stiffness with trapping laser powers up to 355 mW, when used in conjunction with video position sensing means. The Power Spectral Density (PSD) of a trapped particle's Brownian motion, or measurements of the particle displacement against known viscous drag forces, can be reliably used for stiffness calibration of an optical trap over a greater range of trapping laser powers. Viscous drag stiffness calibration method produces results relevant to applications where trapped particle undergoes large displacements, and at a given
position sensing resolution, can be used for stiffness calibration at higher trapping laser powers than the PSD method. The efficacy of optical tweezers is limited in applications where concurrent metrology of the nano-sized structure under interrogation is essential to the quantitative analysis of its mechanical properties and various mechanotransduction events. In the second chapter I report on developing a platform for combined optical micromanipulation and interferometric topography (COMMIT). The all-optical platform delivers pN force resolution in parallel to \( \approx 30 \) nm (or better) axial resolution in biological samples. Plasma membrane tethers are involved in various cellular functions such as motility, cell communications, and transmission of pathogens. In the third chapter, I report on using the COMMIT platform for simultaneous extrusion, force microscopy, and super resolution imaging of membrane tethers from cytoskeleton intact and disrupted HEK239 cells. COMMIT enabled label-free observation of the force-active sub-resolution heterogeneities in tether diameter along its length. I report on observation of cell’s active maintenance of low membrane curvature at the base of the tether to facilitate tether tension relaxation by the Marangoni flow. I also show that the cell is capable of inducing functional shape changes in the tether even in the absence of a functional cytoskeleton.
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Chapter 1

A comparative study of methods to calibrate the stiffness of a single beam gradient force optical tweezers over various laser trapping powers

Abstract. Optical tweezers have become an important instrument in force measurements associated with various physical, biological, and biophysical phenomena. Quantitative use of optical tweezers relies on accurate calibration of the stiffness of the optical trap. Using the same optical tweezers platform operating at 1064 nm and beads with two different diameters, we present a comparative study of viscous drag force, Equipartition theorem, Boltzmann statistics, and Power Spectral Density (PSD) as methods in calibrating the stiffness of a single beam gradient force optical trap at trapping laser powers in the range of 0.05-1.38 W at the focal plane. The Equipartition theorem and Boltzmann statistic methods demonstrate a linear stiffness with trapping laser powers up to 355 mW, when used in conjunction with video position sensing means. The PSD of a trapped particle's Brownian motion, or measurements of the particle displacement against known viscous drag forces can be reliably used for stiffness calibration of an optical trap over a greater range of trapping laser powers. Viscous drag stiffness calibration method produces results relevant to applications where trapped particle undergoes large displacements, and at a given position sensing resolution, can be used for stiffness calibration at higher trapping laser powers than the PSD method.

Keywords: Boltzmann statistics; Equipartition theorem; power spectral density; viscous drag; CCD camera; quadrant photodetector.
1.1 Introduction

Since its introduction by Ashkin,\(^1\) optical tweezers have been used in a broad range of application in biology,\(^2-16\) physics,\(^17-23\) and biophysics.\(^24-31\) The pico-Newton force resolution offered by optical tweezers, and its non-invasive nature render it as a useful instrument in cell manipulation,\(^32-35\) and force microscopy studies.\(^21\) Use of optical tweezers in quantitative studies requires accurate calibration of the optical trap stiffness. Considerable efforts have been made in developing calibration techniques, or improving their efficiency and accuracy.\(^36-53\) In general, stiffness calibration methods for optical tweezers are divided into three categories. In the first category (also referred to as active stiffness calibration methods), optical trap stiffness is obtained by calibration of the laser-mediated optical force against a known externally applied force. An example of an applied external force is the Stokes' drag experienced by an optically trapped particle in response to relative movement between the trapped particle and the fluid in which the particle is trapped. Under this approach, either the trapping chamber is moved against a fixed optical trap, or calibrated movements are applied to a steerable trapped particle within the trapping chamber.\(^5-10, 53-57\)

In the second (passive) stiffness calibration category, several calibration methods exist to estimate the stiffness of the optical tweezers by analyzing the thermal fluctuations of the trapped particle.\(^58\) Position variance of a trapped particle is used to calculate the optical tweezers stiffness by modeling the behavior of the particle using Equipartition theorem. In another approach, the optical trap's potential is reconstructed using Boltzmann statistics.\(^58\) Using this method, the stiffness is measured using the complete
distribution of the trapped particle's positions within the optical trap.  

Alternatively, using the Power Spectral Density (PSD) method, a trapped particle's thermal noise is analyzed in the frequency domain to determine the optical trap's stiffness.  

The third (direct) category estimates the optical trap's stiffness by measuring the changes in momentum of scattered trapping light. This approach usually requires a dual beam trap and collection of the entire scattered light. The direct calibration method has recently been applied to single beam traps in conjugation with back focal plane interferometry, but is not yet commonly employed.  

The absolute optical trap stiffness measured at a given trapping laser power depends on the calibration approach employed. Variations in reported trap stiffness have been attributed to uncertainties associated with the method used to calibrate the trap stiffness, and can lead to discrepancies in reported forces associated with common biological phenomena.  

Although comprehensive theoretical and experimental studies of each stiffness calibration approach are reported in the literature, a side-by-side study of such approaches in measuring an optical trap's stiffness over a range of trapping laser powers will help evaluate the efficacy of each calibration technique in practice, and better understand the discrepancies among the stiffness values they report.  

Detecting the displacements of a particle within the optical trap is a crucial part in all aforementioned calibration methods. Both low bandwidth (<1 kHz) and high bandwidth (usually in the range of 10-70 kHz) position sensing means are used to track the displacements of an optically trapped particle. We used a CCD camera as low bandwidth, and a quadrant photodetector (QPD) as high bandwidth position detection means to
assess the ability of low bandwidth and high bandwidth particle tracking schemes in calibrating optical trap stiffness over trapping laser powers in the range of \(\approx 0.05-1.38\) W. The QPD can be aligned either in a basic manner to track the image (or the shadow) of a trapped particle much like in video particle tracking, or in an enhanced manner, to track the trapped particle using the forward scattered laser off the particle. In the later configuration, the interference pattern resulting from unscattered trapping laser (or a second low-power tracking laser) and the forward scattered laser from the bead is projected onto the QPD at the back focal plane of the condenser lens.

The back focal plane interferometry configuration improves the spatial resolution beyond what the imaging configuration offers, but requires using a high numerical aperture (N.A.) condenser lens matching the N.A. of the trapping microscope objective in order to collect the entire scattered laser light. While the QPD can be used in imaging mode for particle tracking in virtually any optical trapping setup, the use of forward scattered light is limited due to its necessary design considerations and optics. As an example, when optical tweezers are combined with other modes of biophysical experimental techniques such as patch clamp, a high N.A. condenser can no longer be used to collect the scattered laser light for particle trapping.

In this study, we utilized an optical tweezers setup with design considerations applicable to most common biophysical investigations, and used different calibration methods to compare the transverse stiffness of the trap over various trapping laser powers. Specifically, we first obtained the optical trap stiffness by applying known viscous drag forces against an optically trapped polystyrene bead at various laser output
powers (i.e., active stiffness calibration method). To compare with the passive stiffness calibration methods, we performed a series of calibration experiments based on the PSD, Equipartition theorem, and Boltzmann statistics methods over the same range of trapping laser powers.

Stiffness of an optical trap changes with the size of the optically trapped particle. The maximum optical trapping forces experienced by beads (micro- or nano-sized spheres) have a non-linear correlation with the bead radius ($r$). For a trapping laser wavelength of $\lambda=1064$ nm, maximum optical forces experienced by small volume ($r < 100$ nm) trapped beads have been shown to increase to the third power of the radius ($r^3$) in the Rayleigh regime, with the exponent decreasing beyond the 100 nm range. For beads with large volumes ($r > 10 \mu$m), the maximum optical force experienced by the particle decreases with an inverse relation to its radius.

Significant attempts have been made to model the trapping optical forces experienced by a particle in different volume scales. Earlier models suggested that the size dependency of the maximum trapping forces experienced by beads can be described using the electromagnetic theory in the small-volume scale, and ray optics in the large-volume scale. The mid-volume scale particles that are most commonly used in biophysical studies were first successfully included in a multi-scale electromagnetic model by Rohrbach, who studied the optical trap stiffness as a function of the bead radius in the range of 0.11 $\mu$m to 0.5 $\mu$m. Neto and Nussenzveig used the Mie theory to model the axial and transverse optical trapping forces on beads, which can also be expanded to predict the optical forces on particles in the ray optics regime. Accuracy of
such multi-scale models are improved by further optical characterizations of the tweezers setup such as accounting for spherical aberrations\(^7\) and astigmatism.\(^4\)

In addition to the radius-dependent differences in how particles in different volume-scales interact with the highly focused laser in optical traps, other particle characteristics such as the refractive index\(^6\) and polarizability\(^5\) affect the optical trap stiffness as well. Moreover, it has been recently shown that the dynamic behavior of optically trapped micro particles in viscous media transitions from an over-damped regime for larger particles \((r > 1 \, \mu m)\) to an under-damped regime for smaller particles \((r < 250 \, nm)\).\(^7\)

Herein, we have used particles of two different sizes within the Mie regime, and compared the results of different calibration methods on particle size dependence of the optical trap stiffness. Under the high bandwidth position sensing scheme, we calibrated the optical trap stiffness using the PSD and viscous drag force methods. We used the Equipartition theorem and Boltzmann statistic calibration methods to calibrate the optical trap stiffness under the low bandwidth position detection scheme. We demonstrate that employing different calibration methods and position sensing means report different stiffness values for an optical trap, and discuss practical advantages and disadvantages of each approach.

1.2 Methods

1.2.1 Experiment setup

1.2.1.1 Optical trap formation

Schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1.1. The optical trap was formed on an inverted microscope (Ti-Eclipse, Nikon Inc., Melville, NY) using a 100X oil
immersion objective lens with 1.49 N.A. and 120 µm working distance (Apo TIRF, Nikon). A solid state Nd:YVO$_4$ laser (Prisma 1064-V, Coherent, Santa Clara, CA) generating a laser beam with a 1064 nm wavelength, and in TEM$_{00}$ mode was used for optical trapping. The laser beam was expanded by a set of plano-convex lenses to slightly over-fill the back aperture of the microscope objective. The output power of the trapping beam was measured at the back aperture of the objective lens by a power meter (PD300, Ophir Optronics, North Andover, MA). We used beads with two different diameters for trapping. The smaller beads were sulfate-modified fluorescent polystyrene beads 4.2 ± 0.21 (mean ± standard deviation) µm in diameter (F-8858, Molecular probes, Eugene, OR). These beads had an excitation spectrum between 480 and 590 nm with peak fluorescence emission at 605 nm when photo-excited at 580 nm. We refer to these particles as “red” beads. In addition to the 4 µm diameter red beads, we used larger polystyrene beads, approximately twice in diameter (8 ± 0.7 µm) (2106E, Phosphorex, Hopkinton, MA) while maintaining a comparable position tracking signal to the noise ratio (SNR) between the experiments. These beads had an excitation spectrum between 400 and 490 nm with peak fluorescence emission at 500 nm when photo-excited at 460 nm. We refer to these particles as “green” beads. Both particles were chosen within the same volume-scale to limit the uncertainties related to the volume-dependent differences in how particles in different volume-scales interact with the highly focused laser in optical traps. Beads were suspended in deionized (DI) water during optical trapping experiments.

The trapping laser beam (1064 nm) can give rise to two-photon absorption phenomena in red fluorescent beads over all trapping laser powers. To investigate the effects of two-photon absorption on the measured stiffness, we repeated the trap stiffness calibrations using a control bead that had similar material properties and drag coefficient to those of the red fluorescent beads, but without significant two-photon absorption over the trapping laser powers. Specifically, we used 4.18±0.4 µm diameter dragon green fluorescent beads (Bangs Laboratories, Inc., Fishers, IN) with peak absorption and emission at 480 nm and 520 nm, respectively. We repeated the trap stiffness calibrations using the viscous drag force method over the low (51 and 136 mW), medium (674 mW), and high (1.38 W) laser powers (delivered at the specimen plane) in samples containing
both 4 µm beads, with results presented in section 3.2.1. We used a dichroic beam splitter with over 90% transmittance between 470 nm and 650 nm, and over 98% reflectance at 1064 nm (680despxr-laser, Chroma Technology Corp, Bellow Falls, VT) to stir the laser beam towards the objective. The optical setup allowed for simultaneous trapping and fluorescent imaging of the trapped beads.

The transmission of the microscope objective at 1050 nm and 1100 nm are reported by the manufacturer as 60% and 57%, respectively. We assumed a 60% transmission for the objective lens at 1064 nm which is in agreement with other reports\textsuperscript{77-79} that measured the transmittance of high N.A. microscope objectives of the same brand and similar optical properties at 1064 nm using the dual objective method.\textsuperscript{79-81} We increased the laser output power in eight steps from 85 mW to a maximum power of 2.294 W, measured at the back pupil of the objective. The calculated trapping laser powers delivered to the specimen plane ranged between 51 mW and 1.376 W.

We measured the temperature of the DI water using a thermistor connected to a Vernier LabQuest device (Vernier Software & Technology, Beaverton, OR). The mean ± standard deviation value of water temperature was 24.98±0.23 °C (water dynamic viscosity \(\eta=0.8925\times10^{-3}\) Pa·s at \(T=24.98^\circ C\)). The laser-induced temperature increase, which occurs within the laser focus, has a significant effect on the measured trap stiffness through its effect on the viscosity of the medium and the thermal motion of the trapped particle.\textsuperscript{78, 82} This effect becomes more pronounced at higher trapping laser powers, and higher trapping depths when using an oil immersion microscope objective.\textsuperscript{83} We accounted for these effects by assuming a temperature increase of 8 K/W at 1064 nm in
DI water as our optical trapping medium. Therefore, the expected range of the DI water temperature in our experiments during the applied range of trapping powers was ≈ 24.98-35.99 °C. Furthermore, all experiments were conducted within 30 seconds of the initial trapping of the bead to avoid or minimize excessive temperature build up at laser focus.

1.2.1.2 Fluorescence and bright field imaging and position detection

Both white light and fluorescence modes can be used for particle tracking using the QPD in the imaging configuration. Under white light, the contrast between the shadow of the optically trapped particle and the bright background is used for particle tracking. In fluorescence, the emission from a fluorescent probe against the dark background is used to track the optically trapped fluorescent particle. For bright field imaging of the particles, a 100W Tungsten lamp (TI-DH Diascopic Illumination Pillar, Nikon) was used to illuminate the samples. For fluorescence imaging of the particles, an arc lamp (LUDL Electronic products, Hawthorne, NY) was used to optically excite the fluorescent beads.

We used a TRITC-B-NTE filter set (Semrock, Rochester, NY) to optically excite the red fluorescent beads in the 530-550 nm band and collect the fluorescence emission in the 570-620 nm range. A FITC-3540B-NTE filter set (Semrock), which allows the transmission of an excitation band in the range of 446-500 nm, and an emission band of 513-725 nm, was used during the optical excitation of the green fluorescent beads and collection of fluorescence emission. For comparative purposes, we employed two commonly used position sensing methods: first, a non-video position detection using a Quadrant photodiode (QPD) (QP50-6SD, Pacific Silicon Sensor, Westlake Village, CA),

Using the QPD allowed for high bandwidth position recordings with sampling frequencies in the kHz range. The QPD was aligned such that the image position along the primary $x$, $y$, and $z$ axes of the lab were respectively proportional to differential voltages $V_x = (V_1 + V_4) - (V_2 + V_3)$, $V_y = (V_3 + V_4) - (V_1 + V_2)$, and the sum voltage $V_s = V_1 + V_2 + V_3 + V_4$ (where $V_{1-4}$ are diode voltages). Differential voltages were digitized by an analog-to-digital converter (BNC-2110 and NI PCI-6133, National Instrument, Austin, TX), and stored in a computer using LabVIEW software (version 8.2, National Instruments) for further analysis. Additionally, bead positions were determined using a CCD camera. For this purpose, images of the fluorescent bead were acquired at 179 frames per second (fps) by HCImage software (version 2.0, Hamamatsu), and analyzed in MATLAB™ (The MathWorks, Natick, MA) for particle tracking.

1.2.2 Displacement calibrations

1.2.2.1 QPD-based position sensing

To accurately control the position of the optical trapping chamber, and apply viscous drag forces of known magnitude on trapped particles, we used a piezoelectric translation-stage (PZT) (P-527.C3, Physik Instrumente, Waldbronn, Germany) with a transverse resolution of $<10$ nm. Output voltage of the QPD was calibrated against displacement using the PZT as follows. The position of a trapped bead in the field of view was initially taken as the reference point to center the QPD. Subsequently, in the absence of the optical trap, a bead
was attached to the cover slip and brought to the exact transverse position of the trapped bead using the PZT. The fluorescent image of the bead (or the shadow of the bead when white light was used for particle tracking) was centered on the QPD by moving the QPD using a 3D translational stage.

Next, the bead was displaced multiple times in steps of known increments (0.01-1 µm) using the PZT while QPD's differential voltages were recorded. Recording of larger bead displacements (up to 1 µm) in x and y directions showed that the QPD response within this range was linear. Finally, a linear fit to the displacement-voltage data points provided a voltage-displacement calibration equation for the QPD. The differential voltages $V_x$ and $V_y$ were normalized by $V_z$ to create normalized output-displacement calibration graphs in x and y directions. The slope of the linear fit to the voltage-displacement graphs were used to convert QPD outputs to bead displacement during stiffness calibrations.

The two-photon fluorescence of the red fluorescent beads increases with the trapping laser power. Moreover, it has been shown that the axial position of the laser beam changes with the laser power as a result of laser-induced thermal expansions in the microscope objective,\(^\text{84}\) affecting the position calibration. For the case of particles with strong two-photon absorption/emission, the laser power related difference in the calibration coefficients become more prominent under white light and at higher trapping laser powers as the image of the trapped particle tends to fade away with the increased fluorescence. Therefore, it is important to obtain a separate displacement-calibration curve for the QPD at each trapping laser power.
The choice between using white light and fluorescence for particle tracking is based on the specific conditions of the intended experiments. Moreover, the quality and maximum resolution of the particle tracking scheme is related to the positional SNR, which in turn depends on the characteristics of optically trapped probe and the detector’s spectral sensitivity. For example, our group has used 800 nm and 1064 nm optical tweezers setups to conduct biophysical studies of cell membranes by extracting membrane tethers from cells using optically trapped particles.\textsuperscript{28-30} The shadow cast by the membrane tether introduces large errors in position sensing under white light. To overcome this obstacle while maintaining the SNR, we use fluorescent probes with an emission band in a region where our QPD has a high spectral sensitivity (~ 600 nm). In fact, the position tracking SNR for the red fluorescent beads increases by \(~8\%\) in our system when switching from the white light mode to fluorescence. However, the emission band of the dragon green fluorescent particles used in section 3.2.1 coincides with an area of poor spectral sensitivity of our QPD, resulting in low SNR for tracking these particles in fluorescence mode. Therefore, the QPD position detection in these experiments was conducted in bright field.

\textit{1.2.2.2 Video-based Position Sensing}

Images acquired by the CCD camera were spatially calibrated by imaging a micro-ruler with 10 \(\mu\)m spacing. Although the pixel resolution of our CCD imaging system is diffraction limited, there are a number of algorithms for spherical objects\textsuperscript{85, 86} that can estimate the centroid of the particle to sub-pixel accuracy, thereby increasing the spatial resolutions of video particle tracking to nano-meter range.
We used the radial symmetry method developed by Parthasarathy\textsuperscript{86} to track the position of the optically trapped particles to sub-pixel resolution. The results of the video-based position sensing are ultimately dependent on the accuracy and pixel noise levels associated with the particle tracking algorithm used. To demonstrate this matter, we adopted the Interactive Data Language (IDL) algorithm for the centroid method developed by Crocker and Weeks\textsuperscript{87} for MATLAB to track the position of the beads in the same sets of CCD images used in the radial symmetry method. An example of the stiffness values calculated using the two particle tracking algorithms is provided in the results section. Since the image exiting the microscope objective was slightly diverging, the pixel calibration was sensitive to the position of microscope objective. Therefore, we performed a calibration against an in-focus micro-ruler by averaging the pixel size while the height of the stage (and therefore that of the objective) was changed in a range of 30 µm (covering the actual positions of microscope objective during stiffness calibrations).

1.2.3 Stiffness calibrations

Both the trap stiffness and the magnitude of the viscous drag force applied by the trapping medium on an optically trapped particle depend on the distance of the trapped object from the bottom of the trapping chamber.\textsuperscript{47} The viscous drag force experienced by a particle in a moving viscous medium is given as:\textsuperscript{36}

\[ F_{\text{drag}} = \beta \cdot v = \frac{6\pi \eta vr}{1 - \frac{9}{16} \left(\frac{r}{h}\right) + \frac{1}{8} \left(\frac{r}{h}\right)^3 - \frac{45}{256} \left(\frac{r}{h}\right)^4 - \frac{1}{16} \left(\frac{r}{h}\right)^5} \]  

(1.1)

where $\beta$ (kg/s) is the drag coefficient, $r$ (m) is the radius of the bead, $v$ (m/s) is the fluid velocity, and $h$ (m) is the height of the bead from the bottom of the dish.
The displacement of the laser focus in the trapping media resulting from axial displacements of the microscope objective (along the propagation axis of the trapping beam) was calibrated using the PZT stage. Prior to each experiment, the trapped bead was brought in contact with the cover slip by moving the tapping chamber in the axial (z) direction, and then raised by 16 and 30 µm above the cover slip using the PZT for experiments with the 4 and 8 µm beads, respectively. As \( V_s \) remained unchanged in the span of data collection for each experiment (30 s), the position of the trapped bead along the laser propagation axis was assumed to remain constant. Minor axial displacement of the bead within the Raleigh depth of focus (DOF) of our system was neglected since at the height of 30 µm above the cover slip it could only contribute to 0.03\% change in the drag coefficient, \( \beta \).

1.2.3.1 Active stiffness calibration based on viscous drag force method

Forces applied on a microsphere in the proximity of the trapping chamber’s bottom can be calculated using Eq. (1.1). Holding the trapped bead at a constant height above the cover slip, we moved the PZT stage at controlled velocities to induce known viscous forces on the optically trapped microsphere based on Eq. (1.1). Displacement of the bead from the center of the trap was recorded as a differential voltage by the QPD. These voltages were converted to displacements using the voltage-displacement equations. The resulting data for displacement-force graph were linearly fitted for small displacements from the center of the trap (<1 µm) using \( f = -k \cdot x \), where the stiffness of the trap \( k \) is extracted from the slope of the fit.
1.2.3.2 Passive stiffness calibration method based on power spectral density (PSD) method

The Brownian motion of a particle in an optical trap can be described by Langevin equation. For particles in fluids with low Reynolds numbers, the power spectrum of the Brownian motion is a Lorentzian function:

$$S(f) = \frac{K_sT}{\pi^2 \beta (f^2 + f_0^2)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.2)

where $f$ (Hz) is frequency, and $f_0$ is the roll-off frequency of the Lorentzian curve. Parameter $f_0$ can be extracted by plotting the PSD of the Brownian motion of the bead, and is then used to calculate the stiffness ($k$) of the optical trap (in either $x$ or $y$ direction) knowing the hydrodynamic drag coefficient $\beta$ as:

$$k = 2\pi\beta f_0$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.3)

The position sensing method used in this approach should be able to acquire data at frequencies that are considerably higher than the optical trap's roll-off frequency. Position samplings at 10 kHz - 50 kHz are commonly reported in the literature. Although high-speed cameras along with algorithms that account for the aliasing and blur artifacts intrinsic to camera position sensing have been implemented in studying the PSD of an optical trap,\textsuperscript{45, 88, 89} the use of such apparatus in the absence of multiple or drifting optical traps is not common. Instead, high bandwidth non-video position sensing is commonly employed for stiffness calibration using PSD at a higher accuracy and a lower equipment cost. Our video position sensing system cannot be used to study the full spectrum of the PSD since its acquisition frequency (179 Hz) is well below the roll-off frequency of our
optical trap. For stiffness calibration using the PSD method, we used the QPD position data recorded at 50 kHz. A MATLAB application developed by Tolic-Nørrelykke et al. was used to accurately extract the roll-off frequency with results discussed in section 3.

1.2.3.3 Passive Stiffness Calibration Based on Equipartition Theorem Method

Equipartition theorem assumes \(0.5K_B T\) of thermal energy for each degree of freedom where \(K_B\) is the Boltzmann constant \((\approx 1.38 \times 10^{-23} \text{ J K}^{-1})\), and \(T\) (K) is the absolute temperature. On the other hand, energy associated with thermal fluctuations of a particle in an optical trap with stiffness \((k_x)\) in \(x\) direction equals \(0.5k_x\langle x^2 \rangle\) where \(\langle x^2 \rangle\) is the position variance of the trapped particle in the \(x\) direction. By calculating the position variance of the trapped bead, we can measure the trap stiffness along the \(x\) axis \((k_x)\) as:

\[
k_x = K_B T \langle x^2 \rangle^{-1}
\]

(1.4)

Similarly, we can measure the trap stiffness in the \(y\) direction \((k_y)\) using the particle position variance along the \(y\) axis. This method of determining the trap stiffness requires a calibrated position sensing device, but does not require calculating the drag coefficient of the trapped bead, or knowing the viscosity of the trapping medium. We recorded the position of the bead in the trap using the CCD camera, with stiffness calibration results presented in section 3.

1.2.3.4 Passive Stiffness Calibration Based on Boltzmann Statistics Method

In the classical Boltzmann statistics approach, the trapped particle’s position histogram is assumed to have a normal distribution resulting from a Gaussian trapping laser beam. In
thermal equilibrium, Boltzmann statistics describes the probability density $p(x)$ of the particle position as a function of the optical trap's potential $E(x)${\textsuperscript{58}}:

$$p(x)dx = Ce^{-\frac{E(x)}{k_BT}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.5)

where $C$ is a normalization factor. Normalized histogram of the particle's positions in the optical trap is used to calculate the potential energy function:

$$E(x) = -K_BT\ln p(x) + K_BT\ln C$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.6)

The contribution of $dx$ is incorporated in $C$, the normalization factor, and represented in the second term in Eq. (1.6). This term is an energy offset, and is neglected by assuming zero potential at the center of the optical trap. To determine the potential energy, the logarithm of the function fitted to the calculated distribution of particle positions is taken and multiplied by $-K_BT$. The resulting distribution is fitted by a quadratic equation $E(x) = \frac{k_x}{2}x^2 + c$ where $k_x$ is the trap stiffness along the $x$ axis, and $c$ is an energy offset assumed to be zero. The trap stiffness along $y$ axis is measured in the same way as that of along the $x$ axis.

By assuming a normal distribution for the trapped particle’s position histogram and fitting a parabola to the logarithm of the normal distribution, the results calculated by the Boltzmann statistics method become identical to those by the Equipartition theorem. In theory, this approach can enhance the reconstruction of the optical trap potential by relying on the wings of the position histogram. However, this advantage is absent in practice due to the relatively small counts in the wings of the histogram (especially in higher trapping laser powers), rendering them as sources of additional uncertainty.
Moreover, the spatial mode of the trapping laser may be perturbed by other modes at high laser output powers, resulting in a non-Gaussian energy distribution across the diameter of the optical trap.

Therefore, we modified the Boltzmann statistics approach by fitting the trapped particle’s position histogram using a Kernel function with a smoothing bandwidth of approximately 1 nm instead of a Gaussian function. We then numerically took the logarithm of the function fitted to the calculated distribution of particle positions and multiplied it by \(-K_BT\). Instead of fitting the resulting potential distribution function with a parabola, we numerically took the position derivative of the energy function. The trap stiffness was measured from the slope of a linear fit to the resulting displacement-force distribution over a region equivalent to one standard deviation away from the center of the trap where a linear distribution was generally observed. We present the stiffness calibration results of the modified Boltzmann statistics approach in section 3. Calibrating an optical trap using the Boltzmann method does not require knowing the trapped particle's shape, drag coefficient, or medium's viscosity. We applied the Boltzmann statistics calibration method to the same position data sets recorded for the equipartition theorem calibration method using the CCD camera.
1.3 Results

1.3.1 Displacement calibrations

1.3.1.1 QPD-based position sensing

Bead movements with steps as small as 10 nm were resolvable by the QPD. Voltage-displacement curves showed a linear QPD response for bead displacements smaller than 1 µm from the center of the optical trap.

Normalizing the differential voltage of the x and y channels by $V_s$ did not improve the linear fits to the voltage-displacement data, mainly due to the absence of large axial displacements. While normalization decreases the susceptibility of linear fits to ambient optical noise, it also makes the slope of the fit dependent on background brightness. Therefore, in controlled experimental environments like ours with negligible changes in the background signal and the trapped particle’s axial displacement, using the single differential voltages $V_x$ and $V_y$ (as opposed to normalized QPD outputs) is preferred.

The QPD displacement calibration coefficients for the 4 and 8 µm green fluorescent beads respectively changed by 8% and 4% under the fluorescence mode over the range of trapping laser powers in this study. These coefficient changes increase to 19% and 6% for the 4 and 8 µm green fluorescent beads under the white light, respectively. For the case of the 4 µm red fluorescent beads, the QPD displacement calibration coefficients vary over the trapping laser powers by 22% in fluorescence mode and 37% in the bright field mode. While we did not use the normalized QPD outputs, it should be noted that in all cases, normalization of the differential QPD voltages by $V_s$ decreased the dependency of
the displacement calibration coefficient on the trapping laser power in an arbitrary manner but did not eliminate it.

1.3.1.2 Video-based position sensing

Pixel calibration resulted in 158 nm/pixel in both $x$ and $y$ directions. The bead's centroid position was estimated with sub-pixel accuracy using the particle tracking algorithms. Data recorded from a stationary 4 μm bead attached to a cover slip showed a displacement noise of ~0.03 pixels for the radial symmetry and 0.06 pixels for the centroid methods corresponding to 4.7 and 9.5 nm, respectively. This value was measured as 0.042 pixels for the 8 μm beads using the radial symmetry method, corresponding to 6.6 nm.

1.3.2 Stiffness calibrations

Each of the calibration methods discussed in this report calibrate the optical trap's transverse stiffness through the same procedure for both $x$ and $y$ directions. The results in the $y$ direction followed the same trends as the results in the $x$ direction in all calibration methods. Since the goal of this study is to provide a side-by-side comparison between the stiffness calibration methods, and for simplicity, we only present trap stiffness measured by each calibration approach in only one of the principle directions, $x$.

1.3.2.1 Active stiffness calibration method based on viscous drag force

In Fig. 1.2, we present the optical trap stiffness for the 4 and 8 μm beads as a function of laser power delivered to the specimen plane using the active stiffness calibration method
based on application of viscous drag force. Each point in the graph is extracted from the
slope of a linear fit to the displacement-force graph obtained at the corresponding laser
power (Fig. 1.2 inset). The stiffness values of our optical trap for the 4 \( \mu \text{m} \) beads ranged
from 63.7 ± 2.9 pN.\( \mu \text{m}^{-1} \) at 51 mW to 771.1 ± 69.9 pN.\( \mu \text{m}^{-1} \) at 1.38 W while the stiffness
values for the 8 \( \mu \text{m} \) beads ranged from 51.6 ± 8.5 pN.\( \mu \text{m}^{-1} \) at 51 mW to 733.8 ± 78.8
pN.\( \mu \text{m}^{-1} \) at 1.38 W. As expected, a linear increase in optical trap stiffness was observed
for both beads as the laser power increased. If not accounted for, the laser-induced
temperature increase results in an over-estimation of optical trap stiffness, which
progressively increases with trapping power.
Fig. 1.2 Trap stiffness as a function of laser power at the specimen plane, using the active calibration method based on application of viscous drag force. The $k_{\text{d4 (Visc.)}}$ data points (represented as larger filled circles) and $k_{\text{d8 (Visc.)}}$ data points (represented as smaller unfilled circles) correspond to the estimated stiffness values of 4 µm red and 8 µm green fluorescent beads, respectively. The inset shows a typical displacement-force graph for the 4µm red beads at 0.05 W. The d4 data points (shown as unfilled triangles) represent bead displacements from the center of the trap resulting from calculated viscous drag forces. The error bars to the mean estimated stiffness values using the red and green fluorescent beads are represented by thick vertical lines with short horizontal caps and thin vertical lines with long horizontal caps, respectively.

The average standard deviations from the mean stiffness values measured for the 4 µm bead is 7.6%. The average standard deviation increases to 12.7% for the 8 µm bead. These values are comparable to the uncertainties in the particle sizes (5% and 8.75% for
the 4 and 8 µm beads, respectively). The large Pearson’s r value (0.995) of the linear fit to the displacement-force graphs show that the optical trap behaves as a linear spring for bead displacements smaller than 1 µm (Fig. 1.2 inset). Thus, optical trap stiffness calibration based on viscous drag force does not suffer the theoretical or numerical approximations in modeling the optical trap behavior associated with the other calibration approaches used in this study.

The viscous drag force calibration method reports stiffness values for the 8 µm beads that are on average 23% less than those of the 4 µm beads across the laser powers used in this study. The stiffness values are directly extracted from the displacement-force graphs involving controlled external forces and report the smallest standard deviations compared to the other calibration methods used in this study. Therefore, we regard the trap stiffness calculated using the viscous drag force method as the most accurate and reproducible optical trap stiffness values in our experiments.

We repeated the trap stiffness calibrations in samples consisting of the 4.2±0.21 µm red fluorescent beads and the 4.18±0.4 µm green fluorescent beads to investigate the effect of two-photon absorption on the measured stiffness. Figure 1.3 shows the results of the trap stiffness calibrations using the viscous drag force method over the low, mid, and high laser powers for both beads. The $k_{4R}(\text{Visc.})$ and $k_{4G}(\text{Visc.})$ data points correspond to the estimated stiffness values of 4 µm red and 4 µm green beads under white light, respectively. The difference between the mean stiffness values calculated using the two beads at each trapping laser power was smaller than the sum of standard deviations to the means, and ranged from 10.6% at 51 mW to < 0.01% at 1.38 W. Thus, the effects of two-
photon absorption on the optical forces and the measured stiffness using particles in this volume-scale are negligible.

![Fig. 1.3 Trap stiffness as a function of laser power at the specimen plane, using the active calibration method based on application of viscous drag force. The $k_{\text{visc}}$ data points (represented as asterisks) and $k_{\text{visc}}$ data points (represented as circles) correspond to the estimated stiffness values of 4 µm red and 4 µm dragon green beads under white light, respectively. The error bars to the mean estimated stiffness values using the red and dragon green fluorescent beads are represented by thin vertical lines with short horizontal caps and thick vertical lines with long horizontal caps, respectively.]

1.3.2.2 Passive static calibration based on power spectral density method

To find the characteristic roll-off frequency ($f_0$) of the optical trap, we recorded the position of 10 sequentially trapped beads of either diameter at various laser powers at a sampling rate of 50 kHz. We analyzed the PSD of bead displacements using an application developed by Tolic-Nørrelykke et al. Data sets recorded for 10 s, and cropped at 5 s and 2 s yielded the same roll-off frequencies. The roll-off frequencies for
the experiments using the 4 µm beads were measured in the range of 255.6 ± 66 Hz at a trapping laser power of 51 mW to 1422 ± 256 Hz at 504 mW. The roll-off frequencies using the 8 µm beads were measured to range from 195 ± 30.3 Hz at 51 mW to 830.1 ± 64.9 Hz at 504 mW. Taking the effects of laser-induced temperature increase into consideration, these roll-off frequencies correspond to stiffness values in the range of 60.2 ± 16 pN.µm⁻¹ at 51 mW to 276.6 ± 39.1 pN.µm⁻¹ at 504 mW for the 4 µm beads, and 40.3 ± 7.9 pN.µm⁻¹ at 51 mW to 161.5 ± 11 pN.µm⁻¹ at 504 mW for the 8 µm beads.

Figure 1.4 shows the optical trap stiffness calculated for the 4 and 8 µm particles using the PSD method. The correlation between the trap stiffness and laser powers is linear up to the trapping laser power of 504 mW. However, at higher trapping powers, the uncertainty in the estimated stiffness values by the PSD calibration method increases, with reduced sensitivity of the stiffness estimates to power increments and deviation from a linear trend. This observation is in agreement with the previous reports that employed this stiffness calibration method. The maximum laser trapping power range at which the PSD calibration method could be used to estimate reproducible stiffness calibration results was higher than the other two passive calibration methods as shown in the next section, but lower than the active stiffness calibration method. Within this range, the PSD method reports stiffness values for the 8 µm bead that are on average 42% smaller than those reported for the 4 µm bead. The average standard deviations from the mean stiffness values calculated for the 4 and 8 µm beads using the PSD method were 18% and 12%, respectively.
Fig. 1.4 Trap stiffness as a function of laser power at the specimen plane, using the passive stiffness calibration method based on the power spectral density. The $k_{\text{d}4\text{(PSD)}}$ data points (represented as larger filled squares), and $k_{\text{d}8\text{(PSD)}}$ data points (represented as smaller unfilled squares) correspond to the estimated stiffness values of red 4 µm and green 8 µm beads, respectively. The standard deviation from the mean measured stiffness values using the red and green fluorescent beads at each trapping laser power are represented by thick vertical lines with short horizontal caps, and thin vertical lines with long horizontal caps, respectively.

1.3.2.3 Passive stiffness calibration based on equipartition theorem

Using the variance of bead displacements as observed by the camera, the optical trap stiffness values for the 4 µm beads were estimated in the range of $36.8 \pm 7.5 \text{ pN.µm}^{-1}$ at 51 mW of trapping laser power in the focal plane, to $192 \pm 59.6 \text{ pN.µm}^{-1}$ at 355 mW. The
stiffness values for the 8 \( \mu \text{m} \) beads were estimated in the range of 38.9 ± 18 pN.\( \mu \text{m}^{-1} \) at 51 mW to 196.5 ± 64.6 pN.\( \mu \text{m}^{-1} \) at 355 mW (Fig. 1.5a). The trap stiffness calculated by the Equipartition theorem is in good agreement with the stiffness measured using the other methods at lower trapping laser powers. While video particle tracking at 179 fps was able to measure the optical trap stiffness using the equipartition theorem at trapping laser powers of up to 355 mW and observe a linear increase in the measured trap stiffness versus laser power, the method lost sensitivity to the increments in the trapping laser power beyond 355 mW and no consistent results were reported at higher laser powers (Fig. 1.5b).
Fig. 1.5 Trap stiffness as a function of laser power at the specimen plane for 4 and 8 µm beads, using passive stiffness calibration methods based on the Boltzmann statistics and the Equipartition Theorem. The $k_{\text{04 (m. Bolt.)}}$ data points (represented as circles), and $k_{\text{04 (Equi.)}}$ data points (represented as triangles) correspond to the estimated stiffness values for the 4 µm beads using the modified Boltzmann statistics and the Equipartition Theorem, respectively. The $k_{\text{08 (m. Bolt.)}}$ data points (represented as unfilled columns) and $k_{\text{08 (Equi.)}}$ data points (represented as shaded columns) correspond to the estimated stiffness values for the 8 µm beads using the modified Boltzmann statistics and the Equipartition Theorem methods, respectively. Particles in the aforementioned data sets were tracked using the radial symmetry method. The $k_{\text{04* (m. Bolt.)}}$ data points (represented as diamonds) correspond to the estimated stiffness values for the 4 µm beads using the same particles images and calibration methods as in $k_{\text{04 (m. Bolt.)}}$, but with the centroid method used to track the optically trapped particles. The standard deviation from the mean measured stiffness values at each trapping laser power is shown as error bars. The error bars to the estimated stiffness values $k_{\text{04 (m. Bolt.)}}, k_{\text{04 (Equi.)}}$, and $k_{\text{04* (m. Bolt.)}}$ are represented by solid horizontal lines, capped vertical lines, and dashed horizontal lines, respectively. The error bars to the estimated stiffness values $k_{\text{08 (m. Bolt.)}}$ and $k_{\text{08 (Equi.)}}$ are represented by dotted horizontal lines and a dash-dot spline, respectively. (a) Stiffness values $k_{\text{04 (m. Bolt.)}}, k_{\text{04 (Equi.)}}, k_{\text{08 (m. Bolt.)}},$ and $k_{\text{08 (Equi.)}}$ at lower trapping laser powers (0.05-0.55 W). (b) Stiffness values $k_{\text{04 (m. Bolt.)}}, k_{\text{04 (Equi.)}}, k_{\text{08 (m. Bolt.)}},$ and $k_{\text{08 (Equi.)}}$ over an extended range of trapping laser powers (0.05-1.5 W). Neither of the approaches produced reliable stiffness results at trapping laser powers above 0.5 W. (c) Dependence of the measured trap stiffness on the particle tracking algorithm.
Optical trap stiffness calibration methods based on measuring the Brownian displacements of an optically trapped particle are highly dependent on accurate position sensing, and easily disturbed by the presence of displacement noise. The accuracy of the stiffness values reported by this statistical calibration approach can be improved at higher trapping laser powers by enhancing the position detection's spatial and temporal resolution. Estimated optical trap stiffness by the Equipartition theorem method has a direct correlation with the absolute temperature of the trapping medium (Eq. 1.4). The estimated 2.83 K temperature increase at 355 mW attributes to less than 1% underestimation of stiffness if the laser-induced temperature increase is neglected. The Equipartition theorem calibration method reports stiffness values for the 8 µm bead that are on average 6% smaller than those reported for the 4 µm bead in its effective range of 50-355 mW. The average standard deviations from the mean stiffness values calculated using the Equipartition theorem over this range are 26% and 34% for the 4 and 8 µm beads, respectively. Therefore, we regard the Equipartition theorem as a less accurate method in calibrating optical trap stiffness as compared to the PSD and viscous drag force methods.

1.3.2.4 Passive stiffness calibration based on Boltzmann statistics method

In Fig. 1.5, optical trap stiffness values, estimated by the modified Boltzmann statistics calibration method using the CCD camera as position sensing means, are presented as a function of trapping laser powers in the focal plane. Estimated optical trap stiffness values for the 4 µm beads ranged from 35 ± 6.1 pN.µm\(^{-1}\) at 51 mW to 198.3 ± 60.7
pN.µm\(^{-1}\) at 355 mW. The stiffness values for the 8 µm beads ranged from 37.1 ± 12.9 pN.µm\(^{-1}\) at 51 mW to 193.8 ± 53.2 pN.µm\(^{-1}\) at 355 mW. The average standard deviations from the mean stiffness values calculated using the modified Boltzmann statistics method over this range are 29% and 33% for the 4 and 8 µm beads, respectively. The trap stiffness measurements by the Equipartition theorem and the modified Boltzmann statistics calibration methods for the 4 and 8 µm beads over the trapping laser power range of 50-504 mW are presented in Fig. 1.5a for comparison. Both calibration methods are capable of observing the size-dependent differences in optical trap stiffness within their effective range. However, the average difference of 6% between the measured stiffness for the 4 and 8 µm beads using the Equipartition theorem increases to 13.6% when using the modified Boltzmann statistics method.

The average standard deviation from the mean calculated stiffness values did not change in a meaningful way between the two methods. This suggests that the decreased dependency of the stiffness calculations on the wings of the particle’s position distribution in the modified Boltzmann statistics method does not introduce significant uncertainties in the calculated results. In turn, the discrepancies between the two methods become apparent as the trapping laser powers increase, resulting in fewer data points in the far bins of the trapped particles’ position histogram. The classical Boltzmann statistics approach becomes limited in performance at 355 mW while the modified Boltzmann statistics method allows for the measurements to be extended into a higher laser power of 504 mW for the 4 µm beads, measuring a stiffness of 245.7 pN.µm\(^{-1}\).
While the modified Boltzmann statistics also shows some improvement over the Equipartition theorem in calculating the mean stiffness value for the larger particle at 504 mW, its performance could not be reliably extended into higher powers for the 8 µm bead mainly due to the higher pixel calculation error in tracking the larger particles. The performance of any calibration method relying on video based position sensing method relies on the accuracy of the sub-pixel particle tracking algorithm used. Figure 1.5c provides an example of how the modified Boltzmann statistics approach is limited in performance using the same bead image sets as tracked by the centroid particle tracking algorithm; a tracking algorithm that provides less accuracy and larger pixel noise for sub-pixel particle tracking.\textsuperscript{86}

The optical trap stiffness value estimated using the Boltzmann statistics method is directly related to the absolute temperature of the trapping medium (Eq. 1.6). Similar to the Equipartition theorem method, in our system the trap stiffness is under-estimated by 1.4% at the trapping power of 504 mW using the Boltzmann statistics method if laser-induced temperature increase at the focus is not accounted for.

1.4 Discussion

We summarize the results from our stiffness calibration methods at trapping laser powers ranging from 50 mW to 1.38 W in Fig. 1.6. Horizontal and vertical axes are plotted on logarithmic scales to enhance the visibility at lower powers where the measured stiffness values are in close proximity. To enhance the comparison between the trapping laser power increments and estimated stiffness changes using each calibration method, the inset shows the results of the four stiffness calibration methods but with its vertical and
horizontal axes respectively divided by the stiffness and laser power values of the smallest data points plotted (35 pN.µm$^{-1}$ for the modified Boltzmann statistics method using the 4 µm bead at 50 mW). The results of each stiffness calibration method are considered reliable within the trapping laser power range where a linear increase in the trap stiffness with increasing laser power is estimated. Discrepancies exist between the methods in the trap stiffness values reported at a given trapping laser power, the slope of their stiffness vs. laser power, and the sensitivity of each approach in observing the size dependent optical trap stiffness changes. While the trap stiffness estimated by all calibration methods are in good agreements at lower trapping laser powers, discrepancies between the methods become more apparent at higher trapping laser powers.

Extrapolation of the power-stiffness fits in Fig. 1.6 reveals non-zero stiffness values at zero trapping power. Optical trapping is not achieved until the optical forces experienced by the particle surpass the forces exerted on the particle by random collisions of the trapping medium. Zero stiffness as measured by the Equipartition theorem indicates that the position variance of the particle approaches infinity. In Boltzmann statistics, a flat position histogram is required to assume zero stiffness. Neither of these cases is realized in practice given the limited spatial range of the position sensing devices and the limited duration of the observations. In the viscous drag force approach where the optical trap is modeled by Hooke’s law, zero stiffness is realized if infinitesimally small forces result in infinitely large movements. This is not achieved since even in the absence of the trapping laser, frictional forces counter the free diffusion of the particle in the trapping medium.$^{90}$
While these physical constraints restrict the measurement of zero stiffness at zero trapping laser power, position sensing errors are mainly responsible for the residual values measured by extrapolating the power-stiffness (or displacement-force) fits towards the origin. Minor position calibration errors and noise can lead to an overall under (or over) estimation of trap stiffness at each power, giving rise to residual stiffness values at zero trapping laser power. Similarly, small imperfections in the alignment of the position sensing device with the center of the trap will result in measuring residual forces at zero displacement, in both the viscous drag force and Boltzmann statistics methods. At low trapping laser powers, position sensing noise shifts the displacement-force graph in the positive direction of the displacement axis resulting in apparent negative residual forces. At higher trapping laser powers, the increased scattering force results in an axial displacement of the particle when lateral forces are applied. This axial displacement is not bi-lateral and occurs along the coma axis, resulting in a small lateral bias in measuring bead’s displacements. This in turn shifts the force-displacement graph upwards resulting in an increased apparent residual force at zero displacement.

Laser-induced temperature increase was considered in estimating all of the results presented in Fig. 1.6. Not accounting for the temperature increase at higher laser powers results in under-estimating the trap stiffness when using the Equipartition theorem and Boltzmann statistics calibration methods, and over-estimating the stiffness in PSD and viscous drag force calibration approaches. Increases in the absolute temperature of the trapping media is directly associated with increases in the stiffness value estimated by Equipartition theorem and Boltzmann statistics calibration methods. However, increased
temperature of the trapping media is directly associated with decreases in the stiffness values estimated by the viscous drag and PSD calibration methods because of the inverse effect of temperature with the dynamic viscosity of the trapping media and drag coefficient, $\beta$.

The sensitivity of the stiffness calibration methods to the effects of temperature increase depends on the thermal characteristics of the trapping medium and the trapping laser power range. In our case, we assumed a temperature increase of 8 K/W for our DI water trapping medium. Given the small contribution of bead properties to the laser-induced heating in optical traps, the low absorption of water at 1064 nm, and the range of laser power used, this assumption remains acceptable for the purpose of our comparative study of stiffness calibration methods. Moreover, a 50% error in this assumption (8±4 K/W) does not change the overall trend of the results and changes the measured stiffness by 0.1-1.9% using the Equipartition and Boltzmann statistics methods, and 0.5-11% using the Viscous drag force and PSD methods over the range of laser powers used in this study. Results of the PSD and viscous drag force calibration methods were more sensitive to the temperature increments compared to those of the Equipartition theorem and Boltzmann statistics calibration methods. This is due to the larger temperature-induced changes in water's dynamic viscosity (20.6% decrease) compared to the absolute temperature change (3.6% increase) within the laser power range used in our study.
Fig. 1.6 Summary of the results of four stiffness calibration methods using beads with two different mean diameters (4 µm and 8 µm). Horizontal and vertical axes are plotted in logs to enhance the visibility at lower powers where the measured stiffness values are in close proximity. Stiffness values $k_{\Omega}^{4} (\text{Visc.})$ and $k_{\Omega}^{8} (\text{Visc.})$ were measured using the viscous drag force calibration and are represented as filled circles and unfilled circles, respectively. The $k_{\Omega}^{4} (\text{PSD})$ and $k_{\Omega}^{8} (\text{PSD})$ data sets (represented as filled squares and unfilled squares, respectively) correspond to stiffness results estimated using the power spectral density method. The results of the Equipartition Theorem stiffness calibration method, $k_{\Omega}^{4} (\text{Equi.})$ and $k_{\Omega}^{8} (\text{Equi.})$, are represented with plus and cross signs, respectively. The results of the Boltzmann statistics method, $k_{\Omega}^{4} (m. \text{Bolt.})$ and $k_{\Omega}^{8} (m. \text{Bolt.})$, are represented with rightward pointing filled triangles and rightward pointing unfilled triangles, respectively. The linear fits to the estimated stiffness values using the viscous drag force calibration methods, $k_{\Omega}^{4} (\text{Visc.})$ and $k_{\Omega}^{8} (\text{Visc.})$, are represented as thick solid lines. The linear fits to the estimated stiffness values using the power spectral density method, $k_{\Omega}^{4} (\text{PSD})$ and $k_{\Omega}^{8} (\text{PSD})$, are represented as a dashed line and a short-dash line, respectively. The linear fits to the estimated stiffness values using the Equipartition Theorem calibration method, $k_{\Omega}^{4} (\text{Equi.})$ and $k_{\Omega}^{8} (\text{Equi.})$, are represented by a dash-dot-dot and a dotted line, respectively. The linear fits to the estimated stiffness values using the Boltzmann statistics method, $k_{\Omega}^{4} (m. \text{Bolt.})$ and $k_{\Omega}^{8} (m. \text{Bolt.})$, are represented by a dash-dot and a short dash-dot, respectively. The inset shows the results of the four stiffness calibration methods but with its vertical and horizontal axes divided by the stiffness and laser power values of the smallest data points plotted (35 pN.µm$^{-1}$ and 0.05 W, respectively) to enhance the comparison between the trapping laser power increments and estimated stiffness changes using each calibration method.
QPD and other non-video position sensing devices offer nanometer spatial resolution at kHz sampling frequencies, but to achieve their highest spatial resolution often requires superluminescence or laser illumination, which entails special optics and careful alignment and calibration. In return, at a lower cost compared to high-speed cameras, the QPD can be used to characterize optical traps in studies involving high trapping laser powers. We used the QPD in an imaging configuration which offers less spatial resolution than the back focal plane interferometry configuration. The limited spatial and temporal resolution of position sensing is the limiting factor in the efficiency of calibration methods at higher trapping laser powers. Any enhancement of the position sensing accuracy and precision will in turn enhance the efficiency of the stiffness calibration methods.

Cameras with low pixel noise can offer nanometer spatial resolution for simultaneous tracking of multiple objects in conjunction with sub-pixel particle tracking algorithms. At a comparable cost to the non-video position sensing means, cameras with native acquisition rates of several hundred fps can be used at a few kHz frame rates through binning. This frame rate is sufficient to perform frequency analysis of the thermal fluctuations of large optically trapped particles. However, high speed CMOS sensors and line scan cameras are still required to achieve a comparable temporal resolution offered by the non-video position sensing means (tens of kHz) needed for particles in the Rayleigh regime. Currently, these ultra-fast video position sensing schemes are often costly and limited in performance compared to their non-video counterparts. However, common video acquisition rates of >100 Hz can be used to determine the stiffness of an
optical trap in most biophysical application where the trapping laser power is limited to prevent optical damage to the samples.

Stiffness calibration methods using the Equipartition theorem and Boltzmann statistics measure the thermal vibrations of a trapped particle to estimate the trap stiffness. In the Equipartition theorem method, position variance is directly used to estimate the stiffness whereas Boltzmann statistics calibration method reconstructs a normalized probability function based on the distribution of trapped particle's positions in the optical trap to measure the stiffness. Thus, Boltzmann statistics method is less sensitive to the white noise in the measurement instrumentation which when using the Equipartition theorem can cause under-estimation of the trap stiffness by adding to the apparent variance of the particle position. The statistical nature of the Boltzmann method enhances the spatial resolution of the system in reconstructing the probability function of the trapped particle's position.

The Equipartition theorem method requires the least amount of post processing for calibrating the stiffness of an optical trap compared to the other methods in this study. Since the position variance is a biased (always positive) estimator, the Equipartition theorem is more sensitive to the position detection noise, detector's spatial and temporal resolution, and detector's position calibration errors compared to the other calibration methods. This bias decreases the usefulness of the Equipartition theorem calibration method when non-video position sensing means with intrinsic high frequency noise are used. This issue can be addressed by low-pass filtering the position signal, but care must
be given to account for the effects of filtering parameters on the information content of the signal.\textsuperscript{27}

Compared to the Equipartition theorem, the Boltzmann statistics method suffers less position detector related errors in estimating optical trap stiffness over the range of trapping laser powers. The Boltzmann statistics method can also be used to study the optical trap's potential energy shape. On the other hand, the probability distribution function in the Boltzmann statistics method is a continuous function fitted to discrete position data points. Therefore, the estimated optical trap stiffness values are sensitive to fitting parameters such as the bin size and the fitting function. We used a modified Boltzmann statistics approach which improved the efficiency of the method at higher trapping laser powers, and enhanced its sensitivity to particle diameter dependent variations in optical trap stiffness.

Neither the Boltzmann statistics nor the Equipartition theorem calibration methods require calculating the drag coefficient of the trapped particles, making them suitable for studies that involve trapping cell and particles of arbitrary shapes. At a given position sensing temporal and spatial resolution, both Equipartition theorem and Boltzmann statistics methods are more suitable for studying weaker optical traps with smaller optically trapped objects. Compared to the PSD and viscous drag force approaches, the Equipartition theorem and Boltzmann statistics stiffness calibration methods have a limited laser power range in which they can reliably be used to calibrate the optical trap stiffness, and offer smaller confidence in the measured stiffness.
At higher trapping powers, the viscous drag force and PSD calibration methods are more reliable for calibrating the trap stiffness. Compared to the results from other calibration methods, the PSD method has the highest sensitivity to the particle size dependent changes in trap stiffness. Studying the PSD of an optically trapped particle can also provide valuable information about the electrical and mechanical noise present in the trapping system.\textsuperscript{93} Moreover, this method can be used to directly calibrate the position sensing device when a motorized or PZT stage is not available,\textsuperscript{94} as well as extracting the drag coefficient for trapped particles of arbitrary shapes.\textsuperscript{57}

Discrete numerical methods used in the PSD estimation affect the Lorentzian shape of the PSD. The low-pass effect of the position sensing diodes as well as a number of other physical and theoretical approximations\textsuperscript{41} can affect the accuracy of the apparent roll-off frequency. Free software packages are developed and are available online that can be used to compensate for these factors\textsuperscript{42, 95, 96} when calibrating an optical trap stiffness using the PSD method. Although the position sensing device needs not to be displacement-calibrated when using the PSD calibration method, a high spatial resolution is crucial in order to observe small thermal vibrations of the particle inside stronger optical traps, ultimately affecting the efficacy of the PSD calibration method at higher trapping laser powers.

Position detection spatial resolution is limited to nanometer range even with the most sensitive laser based position sensing schemes such as back focal plane interferometry. At higher trapping laser powers where the thermal movements of the optically trapped particle approach the spatial resolution limits of the position sensing system, active
stiffness calibration methods can produce more reliable calibration results. Controlled viscous forces (and subsequently particle displacements from the center of the trap) can be induced to overcome the low positional SNR in stronger optical traps.

Calibrating optical tweezers' stiffness using known viscous drag forces requires the most post processing effort. Accuracy of the results depends on the exact knowledge of particle size and drag coefficient, temperature and viscous properties of the medium, and having a displacement-calibrated position detection system. Motorized or PZT stages (or microfluidic trapping chambers with precise control over the flow rate) are required with active stiffness calibration methods for applying known displacements or viscous forces on optically trapped particles. In return, calibrating the optical trap against known viscous drag forces provides the most accurate and relevant stiffness results for studies involving large displacements of the trapped particle from the center of the optical trap.
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Chapter 2

Combined optical micromanipulation and interferometric topography (COMMIT)

Abstract. Optical tweezers has emerged as a prominent light-based tool for pico-Newton (pN) force microscopy in mechanobiological studies. However, the efficacy of optical tweezers is limited in applications where concurrent metrology of the nano-sized structure under interrogation is essential to the quantitative analysis of its mechanical properties and various mechanotransduction events. We have developed an all-optical platform delivering pN force resolution in parallel to ≈ 30 nm (or better) axial resolution in biological samples by combining optical tweezers with interferometric quantitative phase microscopy. These capabilities allow real-time micromanipulation and label-free measurement of sample’s nanostructures and nanomechanical responses, opening avenues to a wide range of new research possibilities and applications in biology.

Keywords: Optical tweezers or optical manipulation; Interference microscopy; Instrumentation, measurement, and metrology.

2.1 Introduction

Optical tweezers (OTs) continue to remain a desired, and in many cases, the only non-destructive tool in biophysical studies that involve force measurements on the cellular, sub-cellular, and molecular scales. Quantitative mechanobiological studies are relevant to understanding of cellular processes such as morphogenesis, differentiation,
cytokinesis, growth, and motility.\textsuperscript{101} We and others have utilized OTs to study membrane-based transduction,\textsuperscript{102, 103} and membrane-cytoskeleton interactions by extracting membrane nanotubes (tethers) from cells.\textsuperscript{31, 104}

While OTs provides excellent resolution in force measurements, sub-diffraction morphological changes in the load-bearing elements are undetectable using conventional microscopy. Super-resolution microscopy (SRM) methods employing fluorescent labels are not favorable as they impose changes on the molecular structures of the specimen\textsuperscript{105} that affect its mechanical behavior\textsuperscript{106}. Similarly, scanning probe SRM techniques such as atomic force microscopy (AFM)\textsuperscript{107}, tip-enhanced near-field optical microscopy,\textsuperscript{108} and the recent method of scanning optically trapped spheres for surface imaging\textsuperscript{109} are not suitable for concurrent micromanipulation and wide-field imaging of the sample. In addition to their poor temporal resolution for wide-field imaging, such techniques inherently disturb local force fields and may apply additional forces to the sample.

Although electron microscopy in fluids has been made possible,\textsuperscript{110} its application to live samples is limited mainly due to radiation damage, and decreased resolution in imaging depth.\textsuperscript{111} Low imaging contrast in addition to complex substrate, sample, and chamber preparations required to integrate electron microscopy with other microscopy modes further complicate its use in biological studies.

Interferometric quantitative phase microscopy (QPM) offers a method for SRM of transparent and semi-transparent objects in a non-invasive and label-free manner.\textsuperscript{112} The sample’s thickness, and the mismatch between its refractive index (RI) and that of the surrounding medium result in optical path-length delays that can be resolved at sub-
nanometer resolution using QPM. Wide-field SRM at video rates and the ease of integrating QPM methods with other investigative techniques (such as fluorescence microscopy) has led to a growing application of QPM to the functional and structural biological studies.\textsuperscript{113,114}

Here we report on a platform that for the first time combines stiffness-calibrated OTs with an interferometric QPM technique based on Zernike’s phase contrast and Gabor’s holography.\textsuperscript{115} This combined optical micromanipulation and interferometric topography (COMMIT) platform allows simultaneous measurements of pN level forces with nm scale spatial resolution associated with the object under interrogation. Low coherence illumination and common-path interferometry allow for speckle-free imaging\textsuperscript{115} at high phase stability.\textsuperscript{116}

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 COMMIT platform

Figure 2.1 shows a schematic of the COMMIT platform integrating OTs and interferometric QPM. We have previously reported the details of the OTs setup and stiffness calibration for optical micro manipulation and force microscopy.\textsuperscript{117} Briefly, a Nd:YVO\textsubscript{4} laser beam (Prisma 1064-V, Coherent, Santa Clara, CA) was expanded and coupled into an inverted microscope (Ti-Eclipse, Nikon Inc., Melville, NY) to form the optical trap. A 100X oil immersion objective lens (N.A. 1.49, Apo-TIRF, Nikon) was used for simultaneous imaging and optical trapping. A piezoelectric stage with 1 nm precision in $x$, $y$, and $z$ coordinates was used to control the relative position of samples.
and the optical trap. Sulfate-modified polystyrene microspheres with a mean diameter of 4.2 µm (Molecular probes, Eugene, OR) were used as handles for pulling tethers, and optical probes for force measurements.

The sample was illuminated by a 100W halogen lamp through a condenser annulus. Light that passes through the sample unscattered ($U_0$) forms the image of the condenser annulus at the Fourier plane of the achromatic doublet ($L_1$). A reflective spatial light modulator (SLM) (Hamamatsu Corp., Bridgewater, NJ) was used to shift the phase of $U_0$ in four $\pi/2$ steps. The unscattered component interferes with the unmodulated scattered field ($U_1$) to form the sample’s image on the detector at the focal plane of the second achromatic doublet ($L_2$).

An EM-CCD (C9100-13, Hamamatsu) captured the intensity maps of the sample ($I_1, I_4$) corresponding to the four phase modulations. CCD’s exposure time was set to 30.5 ms. To accommodate full re-arrangement of the nematic liquid crystals in the SLM, field delays of 83 ms (SLM response time for a $\pi/2$ modulation) were used between the phase modulations. Twelve phase shifted images were acquired every second to yield quantitative phase resolved images at 3 fps. To obtain the phase delay map ($\phi$), we first calculated the phase difference between $U_0$ and $U_1$ using the four intensity maps:

$$\Delta \phi = \tan^{-1}\left[\frac{(I_1 - I_3)}{(I_2 - I_4)}\right]$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(2.1)}$$

The phase delay map was then calculated as:

$$\phi = \tan^{-1}\left[\frac{\beta \sin(\Delta \phi)}{\cos(\Delta \phi)}\right]$$ \hspace{1cm} \text{(2.2)}
where $\beta = |U_1|/|U_0|$. The calculated phase delay map is correlated with the sample’s thickness along the propagation axis of the light ($d_z$), center wavelength of the illumination ($\lambda = 595$ nm), and the local differences between the RIs of the sample and the surrounding medium ($n_s$ and $n_r$, respectively):

$$\varphi = \frac{2\pi}{\lambda} (n_r - n_s) d_z$$

(2.3)


We calibrated the stiffness of the optical trap against viscous drag forces since the trapped particle undergoes large displacements in our experiments. Microspheres were trapped inside Modified Eagle Medium (MEM) at 37 °C, and a piezoelectric stage (Physik Instrumente, Waldbronn, Germany) was used to move the trapping medium against the optically trapped particle at various speeds. For the force calibration process,
microsphere’s displacements from the center of the optical trap were monitored at 10 KHz using a QPD (Pacific Silicon Sensor, Westlake Village, CA) in imaging mode, delivering a 10 nm resolution. Viscous drag forces were plotted against microsphere displacements to calculate the OTs stiffness (see Appendix A for more details). Sub-pixel particle tracking\textsuperscript{86} was used during cell experiments to calculate microsphere displacements in the CCD images at 10 nm spatial resolution.

2.2.2 Validation of interferometric QPM

A custom made microchip and polystyrene nanospheres of two different diameters were used to verify the validity of the topographical results. To fabricate the microchip, a microscope glass coverslip was spin coated with polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) (MicroChem, Westborough, MA) at 4,000 rpm for 30 seconds. After spinning, the chip was transferred to a hot plate and heated to 180°C for 80 seconds. Arrays of patterns were then etched into the microchip using electron beam lithography (Leo SUPRA 55, Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany). The resulting patterns have depths ranging between 150 to 190 nm. An area on the chip was selected and imaged using AFM (Smart SPM11000, AIST-NT Inc., Novato, CA) for comparison with the QPM topography results of the same region.

In addition to using the custom made microchip, we validated our system’s QPM measurements by imaging polystyrene nanospheres with manufacturer (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR)-reported mean diameters ± standard deviation (SD) of 400 ± 17 nm and 630 ± 16 nm. The nanospheres were dispersed in water, transferred onto a microscope coverslip, and allowed to dry before imaging.
2.2.3 Cell culture and tether formation

We used the COMMIT platform to simultaneously form, image, and measure the dynamic forces associated with membrane tethers pulled from kidney (HEK-293) cells, as a model nano-structured system. HEK-293 cells were seeded onto glass-bottom petri dishes coated with Poly-L-Lysine 24 hours before the experiments. Cells were cultured at 37 °C and 5% CO₂ in a medium consisting of minimum essential medium (MEM) and 10% fetal bovine serum. Prior to pulling tethers, cells were washed with 1X phosphate buffer saline, and the culture medium was replaced by a mixture of MEM and 4.2 µm microspheres. A microsphere was optically trapped and brought into contact with the membrane of an adhered cell until a surface attachment between the microsphere and the cell membrane was confirmed. The cell was then moved away from the optically trapped particle at 1 µm/s using the piezoelectric stage, extruding a membrane tether.

2.3 Results and discussion

The AFM-based topography and QPM-resolved image of the custom made microchip are shown in Figs. 2.2a(i) and 2.2a(ii), respectively, and compared with each other in Fig. 2.2a(iii). While the lateral resolution of the quantitative phase image is diffraction limited, parallel to the direction of light propagation, QPM reported the size of the sub-diffraction structures within ± 7.2 nm of the corresponding features measured using AFM. The mean ± SD depth of the microchip features were measured as 179 ± 15 nm using AFM and 172 ± 16 nm using QPM. Figure 2.2b shows the Polystyrene nanospheres resolved by QPM. Assuming \( n_{\text{polystyrene microsphere}} = 1.59 \), the QPM-resolved mean ± SD
nanosphere diameters of $425 \pm 13 \text{ nm}$ and $616 \pm 16 \text{ nm}$ are in good agreement with those reported by the manufacturer.

**Fig. 2.2** (a): Comparison between topographical results of AFM and quantitative phase imaging for a custom made microchip. (i): Inverted AFM image of the custom made microchip; the color bar is in nanometers. (ii): Quantitative phase image of the region shown in (i); color bar is in radians. (iii): Overlapped cross sections of (i) and (ii) along the dotted lines. Scale bars in panels (i) and (ii) = 2 µm. (b): Pseudo-3D representation of a quantitative phase image of two sets of polystyrene nanospheres. Manufacturer-reported mean ± SD diameters of the nanospheres were $400 \pm 17 \text{ nm}$ and $630 \pm 16 \text{ nm}$. Diameters measured using the QPM setup were $425 \pm 13 \text{ nm}$ and $616 \pm 16 \text{ nm}$. Color bar is in radians. Scale bar = 5 µm.

Figure 2.3 shows the quantitative phase image of a tether extracted from a HEK-293 cell using the COMMIT platform. In the absence of experimental methods to verify the nanostructure of cell membrane tethers, mechanical models of tethers have been widely based on the tenet that lipid membrane nanotubes exhibit perfect cylindrical shapes at equilibrium. For the first time, these label-free super resolution images reveal curvatures and diameter changes along the tether axis that are well below the diffraction limit. The curved (catenoid) shape of the tether contour is in agreement with the predictions of recent multi-scale molecular models of bilayer nanotubes.
Using the COMMIT platform, we were also able to study the dynamic process of membrane nanotube formation. Figure 2.4 and Movie 1 (see Appendix B) show an illustrative example of concurrent optical micromanipulation, force microscopy, and structural metrology during a membrane tether experiment. An optically trapped 4.2 µm microsphere was used to form a tether by detaching the cell membrane from the underlying cytoskeleton (Fig. 2.4a). Following the detachment of a patch of membrane from the cytoskeleton, tether reaction force decreases during the elongation interval (Fig. 2.4b). Membrane tether ruptures in reaction to the increased pulling force (Fig. 2.4c). Subsequently, lipid bilayer re-assembles at the either ruptured end of the tether resulting in a brief reversal of the reaction force direction (Fig. 2.4d).

The maximum imaging resolution of the QPM method depends on the RI difference between those of the sample ($n_s$) and the surrounding medium ($n_{\text{media}}$) (Eq. 2.3), and is ultimately limited by the compound temporal phase noise of the system (5 mrad in our
current setup). The QPM method employed in this study has been previously shown to produce topographical results from graphene structures at sub-nanometer accuracy. In cellular applications, where low RI differences are involved ($n_{\text{cell}}$ reported in the range of $1.354^{122}$ to $1.8^{123}$ and $n_{\text{media}}=1.337$), the topography resolution of our platform ranges from 11 to 28 nm.

Force-calibrated optical micromanipulation in conjugation with video rate QPM facilitates dynamic measurement of the transient nano-scale mechanical properties of cells and intracellular organelles, by bridging nanomechanical measurements with real-time nano-structural information. Cellular mechanical properties are regarded as highly sensitive markers of disease. QPM conjoined with machine learning algorithms is also being investigated as a marker-free diagnostic tool in histopathology. Therefore, COMMIT can potentially improve the reliability of the histological findings by combining both of these analytical capabilities in one platform. In mechanobiology studies, COMMIT can provide an unprecedented capability for simultaneous induction of precise mechanical stimuli along with quantitative analysis of the mechanical responses, and in-vivo measurement of the resulting sub-diffraction cell shape changes and organelle deformations.
2.4 Conclusions

We have provided the first demonstration of an experimental platform combining force calibrated OTs and QPM for concurrent optical micromanipulation at nanometer scale, pN force microscopy, and wide-field label-free non-invasive super resolution metrology of the sample. Our experimental platform enables new discoveries in a wide range of mechanobiological studies.
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Chapter 3

Dynamics of membrane tethers extruded from HEK293 cells with intact and disrupted cytoskeleton: a COMMIT Study.

Abstract. Plasma membrane tethers are involved in various cellular functions such as motility, cell communications, and transmission of pathogens. Tether extrusion from cells is a widely practiced experimental technique providing quantitative information on membrane mechanical properties and membrane-cytoskeleton interactions. In the absence of techniques for concurrent force microscopy and quantification of membrane nanostructures, tether studies have primarily focused on analyzing the tether reaction forces. We used the COMMIT platform for simultaneous extrusion, force microscopy, and super resolution imaging of membrane tethers from cytoskeleton intact and disrupted HEK239 cells. We were able to observe the force-active sub-resolution heterogeneities in tether diameter along its length. We report on observation of cell’s active maintenance of low membrane curvature at the base of the tether to facilitate tether tension relaxation by the Marangoni flow. We also show that the cells are capable of inducing functional shape changes in the tether even in the absence of a functional cytoskeleton.
3.1 Introduction

The plasma membrane is a key player in vital cellular functions such as motility, growth, and mitosis. Membrane studies by means of forming membrane nanotubes, also called tethers, have given valuable insight into mechanics of plasma membranes, membrane-cytoskeleton interactions, and mechanotransduction. Naturally occurring membrane tethers function in adhesion, cell-cell communication, and transmission of pathogens. Studying membrane tethers allows for quantification of membrane properties including bending modulus, viscosity, and tension, which are mediators and drivers of physiological functions like trafficking, cell motility, and cell division.

Membrane tethers are usually extruded through micropipette aspiration, atomic force microscopy, magnetic tweezers, or optical tweezers, with the latter delivering the highest force resolution. As changes in tether diameter and profile often fall below the diffraction limit, conventional microscopy techniques cannot be used to study membrane tether geometry. In the absence of label-free non-invasive microscopy approaches to quantitatively study membrane nanostructures, tether studies mainly focus on the dynamic measurement and analysis of tether reaction forces under various mechanical and chemical manipulation regimes.

By assuming simple cylindrical shapes for tethers, the dynamic tether profile changes that accompany the aforementioned forces have not been extensively studied. We recently developed and reported on a COMMIT (Combined Optical Micro-Manipulation and Interferometric Topography) platform that allows for concurrent
optical force microscopy and quantitative imaging of cellular structures at nanometer resolution. In this study, we have utilized COMMIT to study the dynamics of normal and cytoskeleton-disrupted human embryonic kidney (HEK293) cell membrane tethers. We simultaneously formed membrane tethers from normal and cytoskeleton-disrupted cell and measured tether structure and reaction forces. We compare the results and discuss the cellular behavior in maintaining the membrane tether under the two cases in the following.

3.2 Methods

3.2.1 COMMIT platform

3.2.1.1 Optical micromanipulation and force microscopy

The setup, calibration, and validation of the COMMIT platform used to form and study the HEK293 cell membrane tethers is detailed in 2.2.1. In brief, a Nd:YVO$_4$ laser (Prisma 1064-V, Coherent, Santa Clara, CA) and a 100X oil immersion objective lens (N.A. 1.49, Apo-TIRF, Nikon Inc., Melville, NY) were used to form the laser tweezers for optical manipulation and force microscopy. The expanded trapping laser beam was coupled into the microscope objective (Ti-Eclipse, Nikon) by a dichroic mirror (680dcspxr-laser, Chroma Technology Corp, Bellow Falls, VT) with 90% transmittance at 470-650 nm, allowing for simultaneous optical trapping and imaging of the sample.

The spatial control of the relative position of the trap and HEK293 cells was achieved using a piezoelectric stage with 1 nm precision in $x$, $y$, and $z$ coordinates (Physik Instrumente, Waldbronn, Germany). Stiffness of the optical trap was calibrated against
known viscous drag forces as described in 1.2.3.1, with spring constant $k = 320 \text{ pN.\mu m}^{-1}$ for 500 mW of laser delivered at the specimen plane.

### 3.2.1.2 Quantitative phase imaging (QPI) at improved rate

COMMIT illuminates the sample through a condenser annulus to perform QPI. A 4$f$ configuration is used to spatially separate and later recombine the unscattered ($U_0$) and scattered ($U_1$) light fields that pass through the sample (Fig. 2.1). At the Fourier plane of the first achromatic doublet ($L_1$), $U_0$ forms the image of the condenser annulus through which the sample is illuminated. A reflective spatial light modulator (SLM) (LCOS-SLM X10468, Hamamatsu Corp., Bridgewater, NJ) was used to overlay a phase shift mask with the image of the condenser annulus, creating four $\pi/2$ phase modulated states of the reflected $U_0$ field ($M_{1-4}$) with respect to the reflected $U_1$. The two fields interfere at the focal plane of the second achromatic doublet ($L_2$) to form four intensity maps of the sample image ($I_{1-4}$) corresponding to the four phase modulations.

The intensity maps $I_{1-4}$ were recorded using an EM-CCD camera (C9100-13, Hamamatsu) at 35.8 fps with the exposure time of 28 ms. Knowing the mismatch between the refractive indices of the sample and the surrounding medium ($n_s$ and $n_r$, respectively), the optical thickness of the sample along the propagation axis of the light ($d_z$) can be calculated from the phase delay maps of the sample via Eq. (2.1-2.3). The QPI rate in this scheme is limited by the response delay (transitioning time when switching between two separate phase modulations) of the SLM. A survey of the currently commercially available SLMs reveal that regardless of their digital refresh rate, most 2D SLMs providing full $2\pi$ phase modulation over the visible wavelengths have minimum
phase response delays of tens of milliseconds. For example, the response times of our SLM for different switching possibilities between the $M_{1,4}$ states range from 25 ms to 100 ms.

For this study we improved the previously reported 3 fps QPI rate of the COMMIT platform by changing the pattern of phase modulations. A mirrored pattern was used to decrease modulations required for resolving two QPIs from 8 to 6 (Fig 3.1a). Additionally, the arrangement of the subsequently modulated states was optimized to minimize the accumulative response delay within each repeating phase modulation cycle. A 30 ms delay between the modulations was added to the calculated response delay of each modulation to ensure that at least one image of the modulated state after the phase transition period is collected. Given the unequal response delays for each modulation and an independent image acquisition platform, time intervals between the four recorded modulated states needed to resolve one QPI may vary. A MATLAB™ (The MathWorks, Natick, MA) routine was developed to analyze the intensity maps acquired by the CCD and separate $M_{1,4}$ states for subsequent phase calculations (see Appendix C). Analysis of the timestamps of the resolved QPIs reveals mean ± standard deviation intervals of 0.23±0.05 s between the QPI frames, suggestive of a 45% improvement over the last reported QPI acquisition rate.
3.2.2 Cell culture and cytoskeleton disruption

HEK293 cells were seeded onto glass-bottom poly-d-lysine coated petri dishes in a medium made of minimum essential medium (MEM), 10% fetal bovine serum, and 1% penicillin. Cells were cultured at 37 °C and 5% CO2 for 36 hours prior to the experiments. To disrupt cell cytoskeletons, we incubated cells for 10 minutes with Latrunculin A (EDM Millipore, Temecula, CA) which prevents polymerization of actin monomers.143 Latrunculin A was dissolved in DMSO and added to MEM to a final concentration of 0.24 µM while the DMSO in the final media remained under 0.05%. The Latrunculin A concentration and incubation time were chosen such that partial disruption
of cytoskeleton is achieved, preserving the ability of cells to linger themselves to the substrate through focal adhesion points during membrane tethering experiments.

Sulfate-modified polystyrene beads with 4.2 µm diameter (Molecular probes, Eugene, OR) were optically trapped in MEM and brought into contact with the cell membrane as handles for optical micromanipulation. After a surface adhesion was established between the trapped bead and cell membrane, a tether was formed by moving the cell away from the trapped bead at the speed of 1 µm/s by the piezo electric stage. We dynamically measured tether reaction forces and axial profiles under normal and cytoskeleton disrupted states, with the results presented in section 3.3.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Tether dynamics of cytoskeleton-intact HEK293 cells

Figure 3.2 shows the time sequence of reaction forces and diameters of a tether formed from a cytoskeleton-intact HEK293 cell during 15 s of tether elongation followed by 45 s of quantitative observation of tether behavior post elongation. Figure 3.2a shows the cross section of the tether along its axis versus time, with time plots of tether reaction force and tether mean diameter along its axis presented in Fig 3.2b.

Tether reaction force remains high (> 200 pN) during the elongation interval with the highest values reached at the end of the elongation (260 pN at 15.6 s, marked A* on Fig. 3.2a). Tether diameter changes in this interval with the highest values measured when the bead and cell are less than 8 µm apart (1100 nm). Following this point, tether mean diameter decays (tether thins) with a time constant of about 3 s to 850 nm, concurrent
with a decrease in the reaction force (Fig. 3.2, 8-11 s). After the tether mean diameter
reaches a plateau, tether reaction forces start to grow with the tether length (Fig. 3.2, 11-
15 s). The tether profile in this period is smooth and uniform along the length of the
tether with smaller diameters towards the bead and increasing diameters at the base of the
tether near the cell body.

![Image](image.png)

**Fig. 3.2** Time sequence of reaction forces and diameters of a tether formed from a HEK293 cell with intact cytoskeleton. (a) Cross section of the tether along its axis versus time. Color bar is in nanometers. (b) Tether reaction force and mean diameter as a function of time. A*: end of tether elongation. B*: cell wall retraction at the base of the tether (see Fig. 3.3).

After tether elongation stops, the tether force decays with a time constant of 7.7 s
reaching a value of about 200 pN, holding the tensing through a slow linear decrease to
170 pN while the mean diameter of tether gradually increases. Tether contour along its axis starts to transitions away from the smooth regime and develops regions of higher diameter along the axis, with higher diameters maintained at the base of the tether. At t=35 s (marked B* on Fig 3.2b), a sudden drop follows a local peak in tether reaction force (from 180 pN to about 115 pN), followed by a gradual decrease in tether mean diameter at this constant force (Fig 3.2, 36-44 s). A third decay in tether reaction force with a time constant of 16.9 s is seen as the tether thins on both ends while regions of much higher diameter are formed along the tether axis, maintaining an almost constant mean tether diameter in this interval. Figure 3.3 and Movie 2 (see Appendix B) show that concurrent with these events, cell begins a process of retracting its walls at the base of the tether and reshaping itself (Fig 3.2, 35-53 s).

**Fig. 3.3** Time sequence of tether profile, reaction force, and cell shape at the base of the membrane tether formed from a HEK293 cell with intact cytoskeleton. t= 15-35 s: Cell slowly contracts at the base of the tether but tether base holds constant shape for the most part while tether diameter gradually increases. t= 35-52 s: Increase in wall retraction results in a local peak in tether reaction force, followed by a drop in reaction force and fast reshaping of the cell at tether base. Tether mean diameter decreases, and tether profile becomes heterogeneous (also see: Movie 2). F is the tether reaction force. Scale bar = 4 µm. Color bar is in nanometers.
3.3.2 Tether dynamics of cytoskeleton-disrupted HEK293 cells

Figure 3.4 shows the time sequence of reaction forces and diameters of a tether formed from a cytoskeleton-disrupted HEK293 cell during 14 s of tether elongation followed by 30 s of quantitative observation of tether behavior post elongation. Figure 3.4a shows the cross section of the tether along its axis versus time, with time plots of tether reaction force and tether mean diameter along its axis presented in Fig 3.4b.

The tether is extruded at low force (15 pN) which remains at the same level through the tether elongation interval (at 15 s, marked A* on Fig. 3.4b). The tether is extruded at an initial diameter of 1900 nm. Mean diameter of the tether drops linearly independent of the elongation regime to its equilibrium value of 500 nm. Contrary to the cytoskeleton-intact case where the tether profile had smaller diameters towards the bead and increased diameters near the cell, here tether diameters along the axis range from 1000 nm adjacent to the bead to 250 nm towards the cell body.
Tether reaction force drops to 5 pN as the tether mean diameter drops to its mean equilibrium value (Fig. 3.4, 14-17 s). The cell wall is retracted at the tether extraction site at the times marked B*, C*, and D* on Fig. 3.4b, producing negligible changes in the magnitudes of tether reaction force or tether mean diameter. However, the wall retractions are followed by changes in the tether contour and the locations of regions with higher diameters along the tether axis.
3.4 Discussion

The tension in the tether membrane ($\sigma_t$) is the sum of cell membrane tension ($\sigma_c$) and the work required for tether extrusion ($W_e$, the total work of changing membrane curvatures, linker detachments, and rearrangement of molecules). Tether diameter is related to the tension in the tether:

$$d_t/2 = \sqrt{\frac{M_B}{2\sigma_t}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

where $M_B$ is the effective bending modulus of the membrane. The higher tether diameters at the beginning of tether extrusion in the cytoskeleton-disrupted case are due to the lower tension in the cell membrane and lower extrusion work in the absence of an intact cytoskeleton. The smaller extrusion diameter of the tether in the cytoskeleton-intact case is suggestive of the effect of cytoskeleton in generating and maintaining tension in the membranes of both the cell and the tether.

Following tether extrusion and introduction of a tension difference between cell and tether membranes, two opposite membrane flows begin affecting the tether diameter: a slow Marangoni flow of membrane towards the area with higher tension to alleviate the lower membrane density; and a fast Poiseuille flow as a result of Laplace pressures towards the area with lower tension. The narrowing of the tether along its axis that immediately follows the separation of bead from the cell body in both cases can be described by the Poiseuille flow. In the cytoskeleton-intact case, QPI-resolved tether contours suggest that this flow depletes tether from its excess membrane in this interval, resulting in the growth-dependent increase in the tether reaction force until the end of
elongation. Upon ending of the elongation interval, tether force relaxes to its rate-invariant magnitude with a time constant of 7.7 s, which is in agreement with previously reported data for similar cases.\textsuperscript{30}

The slow effects of Marangoni flow are seen after the decay of the tether reaction force. The gradual increase in the tether mean diameter and decrease in the reaction force are indicative of decreased tether tension as a result of Marangoni flow. This hypothesis is supported by the QPI results showing the onset of membrane crumpling along the tether for establishing local mechanical equilibrium. Datar et al.\textsuperscript{138} recently proposed a model in which the sharp membrane curvature at the base of the tether acts as a barrier between the two membrane states with higher and lower density, impeding the Marangoni flow. QPI-resolved profiles of the tether from the cytoskeleton-intact cell show a high tether diameter maintained adjacent to the cell body through this relaxation period. This tether contour effectively reduces the sharp curvatures that would otherwise inhibit tether tension relaxation and the subsequent tether diameter increase. Our results provide the first experimental evidence of cell’s selective behavior in facilitating Marongoni flow for adjusting the tension in its tether, by maintaining a decreased membrane curvature at the tether base.

The gradual relaxation of the tension in the tether extracted from cytoskeleton-intact cell is accompanied by an increase in its diameter initiated at the base of the tether and propagating along its axis (Fig. 3.3). While tether reaction force does not show significant changes in this period, analysis of the QPI results shows a clear intrusion of cytoplasmic matter into the tether. The sudden drop in tether reaction force seen at point B\textsuperscript{*} in Fig.
3.2b is characteristic of breakage of cytoskeletal filaments under tensile stress. While tether mean diameter shows small changes following this drop in force, QPI images reveal substantial changes in tether profile. Tether diameter drops at both ends, while tether contents accumulate in regions of higher diameter formed along the axis of the tether. The smaller radius of these crumbles compared to that of the cell indicates that Laplace pressures should move tether contents towards the cell body. However, tether reaction force and the location of the crumbles along the tether remained the same for the next 8 s, suggestive of local adhesions between the tether membrane and its cytoplasmic content. During this time, the membrane curvature at the base of the tether changed as the cell begins to retract its wall.

Last force relaxation of the tether formed from the cytoskeleton-intact cell was initiated by a local deformation at the base of the tether. As evidenced by the QPI results, this decay is accompanied by a shift of the tether contents towards the cell body (Movie 2 and Fig. 3.2a, 44-53 s). Local deformations at the base of the tether gave rise to tether profile changes resembling a peristaltic motion although mean tether diameter does not reflect these changes as multiple foci of higher diameter moved along the tether. By the end of this interval, tether reaction force relaxes to its equilibrium value of about 40 pN and tether mean diameter decreases to 500 nm.

In the cytoskeleton-disrupted case, the low and constant reaction force during the elongation interval is evidence of free flow of membrane into the tether from the unbound membrane reservoir. QPI reveals that in the absence of a significant membrane tension gradient at the beginning of tether extrusion, membrane moves towards both ends of the
tether as a result of the Poiseuille flow. This effect leads to tether membrane accumulation at the bead attachment site, contrary to the tether extruded from a cytoskeleton-intact cell. As the tether is elongated without the mediating role of cytoskeleton in regulating membrane tensions, tether maintains its highest diameter at the bead site while Laplace pressures keep the diameter of the tether along its body at the equilibrium value (280-350 nm).

In the cytoskeleton-disrupted case, tether reaction forces decrease to almost zero after elongation stops, as the membrane continues to flow into the tether maintaining its total tension homogeneous with the cell body. At this stage with reaction forces fluctuating <6 pN and no functional evidence of cytoskeletal involvement, the cell wall is retracted at the tether extraction site at time intervals of ~10 s (points B*, C*, and D* on Fig. 3.4b). Negligible effect from these attempts is detectable in time profiles of tether reaction force and mean diameter. However, similar to the cytoskeleton-intact case, QPI revealed peristaltic-like changes along the tether axis following local curvature changes generated at the base of the tether (Movie 3, see Appendix B). Even at the absence of an active cytoskeleton, low energy local modulation in lipid density or diameter at the base of the tether allows the cell to use membrane’s viscoelastic properties to introduce a shape change in the tether. This shape change can in turn invoke a secondary flow (such as Poiseuille flow), resulting in the transfer of matter along the tether at little energetic cost to the cell.

Cell uses the membrane’s tendency to keep a homogeneous total tension for sensing its environment far from the cell body without needing to rely on the slow and energy
intensive rearrangement of its cytoskeleton. Similarly, by controlling the membrane tension, cell can apply forces (or send mechanically-mediated signals) where its cytoskeleton is not present. Cellular functions from motility and spreading \textsuperscript{103, 147} to the polymerization rate of cytoskeletal filaments in tethers \textsuperscript{148} are regulated via membrane tension. We reviewed an example of how the cell uses its cytoskeleton to control the tension in its membrane, regulating the shape of its tether and promoting the intrusion of cytoskeleton inside the tether. Cells make and break multiple tethers while moving and communicating with their environment. They maintain both cytoskeleton-permeated and cytoskeleton-devoid tethers for reasons such as controlling their rate of motility and contact area. \textsuperscript{131, 149} In addition to discussing the role of cytoskeleton in membrane tension maintenance, we also discussed the ability of cell to induce shape changes in its protrusions devoid of functioning cytoskeleton.

### 3.5 Conclusion

Cellular tethers are complex nanostructures exhibiting active behaviors different than those of bilayer tethers extruded from vesicles. As such, negligence to quantify the nanostructure of the tether by assuming it as a cylindrical structure with a mean diameter can lead to misinterpretation of the experimental data. We used COMMIT to study the dynamics of membrane tethers extruded from HEK293 cells with intact and disrupted cytoskeletons. Combined optical force microscopy and super resolution QPI allowed us to dynamically quantify both nanomechanical forces and nanostructures of the membrane tethers during the experiments. We made the first observation of cell’s active
maintenance of low membrane curvature at the base of the tether to facilitate tension relaxation by the Marangoni flow. Using QPI we were also able to show that the cell can sense tensions and induce functional shape changes in the tether even in the absence of cytoskeleton. The experimental data made accessible through COMMIT can be used for dynamic mechanical, structural, and functional modeling to add new insights into every biomechanical phenomenon involving sub-diffraction shape changes.
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Appendix A

The stiffness of the optical tweezers (OTs) used in chapter 2 was calibrated against calculated viscous-drag forces applied on an optically-trapped particle by moving the trapping medium against the particle. The trapped particle was imaged onto a quadrant photodetector (QPD) (Fig. 2.1), and its displacements were tracked using the displacement-calibrated differential voltage readouts of the QPD at 10 KHz. Position standard deviation of a stationary 4.2 µm diameter microsphere was < 10 nm as tracked using the QPD (Fig A.1).

![QPD Read Out for a 20 nm Step](image)

**Fig. A.1** QPD voltage readout in response to a 20 nm PZT-controlled displacement of a 4.2 µm diameter microsphere through the focal spot of the laser beam, providing a signal-to-the-noise ratio of >2.

The viscous-drag force applied to the trapped microsphere was calculated as:

\[
F_{\text{drag}} = \frac{6\pi \eta \nu r}{1 - \frac{9}{16} \left( \frac{r}{h} \right) + \frac{1}{8} \left( \frac{r}{h} \right)^3 - \frac{45}{256} \left( \frac{r}{h} \right)^4 - \frac{1}{16} \left( \frac{r}{h} \right)^5}
\]  

(A.1)

where \( \eta \) is the dynamic viscosity of DMEM (1.41 centipoise at 37 °C), \( \nu \) is the fluid velocity induced by the PTZ-controlled displacement of the trapping chamber, \( r \) is the radius of the microsphere (2.1 µm), and \( h \) is the height of the microsphere from the
bottom of the trapping chamber (12 µm). Particle displacements from the center of the optical trap were tracked using the QPD, and plotted against the viscous-drag forces to calculate the OTs’ Hookean stiffness (Fig. A.2).

**Fig. A.2** Stiffness calibration of the OTs. The Hookean stiffness ($k$) of the OTs is calculated as the slope of the linear fit to the displacement-force graph ($F=kv$).
Appendix B

Movie captions:

**Movie 1** Dynamic quantitative measurement of membrane nanotube structure and reaction force. QPM was performed at 3 fps. The playback is slowed to 2 fps for enhanced viewing. The arrow represents the magnitude and direction of tether reaction force. Color bar is in radians. Scale bar = 10 µm.

**Movie 2** Dynamic quantitative measurement of structure and reaction force of a membrane tether formed from a HEK293 cell with intact cytoskeleton. QPI was performed at 4.3 fps. The arrow represents the magnitude of tether reaction force parallel to its axis. Color bar is in nanometers. Scale bar = 4 µm.

**Movie 3** Dynamic quantitative measurement of structure and reaction force of a membrane tether formed from a HEK293 cell with disrupted cytoskeleton. QPI was performed at 4.3 fps. The arrow represents the magnitude of tether reaction force parallel to its axis. Color bar is in nanometers. Scale bar = 4 µm.
Appendix C

MATLAB code used in chapter 3 for finding the $M_{1.4}$ states from the stack of intensity maps recorded at 36 fps.

% Disclaimer: This version of the code
% uses "feature_vec7.m" courtesy of MATLABacademy (opensource)
% uses "unwrap2.m" courtesy of Carey Smith (opensource)
% end;
%% Loading image for area selection; run only once
clc;
prompt='Select the IMAGE (.TIF) File: ';
fname=uigetfile('*.tif',prompt);
info = imfinfo(fname);
figure(666)
imagesc(im2double(imread(fname,52)));
[xx,yy]=ginput(2);
xx1=floor(xx(1,1)); xx2=floor(xx(2,1));
yy1=floor(yy(1,1)); yy2=floor(yy(2,1));
close(gcf);
I_back=0;
%% in case images are not already loaded. But the code is based on
saved files
mImage=info(1).Width;
nImage=info(1).Height;
NumberImages=length(info);
bnr=zeros(NumberImages,nImage,mImage,'uint16');

TifLink = Tiff(fname, 'r');
tstart=tic;
for i=1:NumberImages
TifLink.setDirectory(i);
bnr(i,:,:)=TifLink.read();
end
TifLink.close();
telapsed=toc(tstart)

% The CoDE!
% initializations.run only once
blck=420; %make divisable by 6
full=[30]; %the initializing B
fuA=[]; %this holds A frame positions
fuB=[]; %this holds B frame positions
fuC=[]; %this holds C frame positions
fuD=[]; %this holds D frame positions
fusuj=[]; %this holds frames suggested by each estimator at each step

% last known good locations fro within the loop
LNGB=0; LNGC=0; LUA=0; LUD=0;

%one time passes for bad data (instead of changing the threshold)
otpB=0; otpC=0;

clear uphi;clear tstmp; clear filler; clear fillerb; clear fillertA;
clear fillertB; clear fillertC; clear fillertD; clear filler; clear efea;
clear defeB; clear defeC; clear defeD; clear M; clear Mb;
flagL=0;flagS=0;lfL=[];lfS=[];lfM=[];mk1=[];mk2=[]; clear indx;

%[double] images are previously loaded and stored in files. we clear
%the memory, and bring in the data in at smaller blocks
%The smaller the block, the more frequent hard needs to be accessed. so
%optimize!
file1=matfile('18CURRCA.mat'); % The image file
file2=matfile('18CURRCRBINRo.mat'); % The mask file based on the image

%% Frame info finder (for resetting bad frames and resuming search)
frm=input('\n Enter the Bad frame''s number: ');
frm=frm-1;
if (frm/2-floor(frm/2))==0
fprintf(\n Broken at B \n Frame was made of: C= %u, A= %u, D= %u, B= %u \n', fuC(floor((frm-1)/2)), fuA(frm-1+1), fuD(frm-1+1),
fuB(floor((frm-2)+1));
fprintf(\n LNGC(s) = %u, %u, LNGB = %u \n set pfn = %u , fsho=sh = %u ,
lup= %u \n\n', fuC(floor((frm-1)/2)-1),fuC(floor((frm-1)/2)),
fuC(floor((frm-1)/2)+1), frm-2, fuD(frm-1+1), floor(fuD(frm-
1)+1)/blck)+1);
ansr=input('\n reset values? (0 / 1) ');
if ansr==true
lup=floor(fuD(frm+1)/blck)+1;
pfn=frm-2;
sh=fuD(frm-1)+1;
sho=sh;
full=full(1:find(full==fuC(floor((frm-1)/2))));
faA=fuA(1:frm-1);
faB=fuB(1:floor((frm-1)/2));
faC=fuC(1:floor((frm-1)/2));
faD=fuD(1:frm-1);
end;
end;
if (frm/2-floor(frm/2))==0
fprintf(\n Broken at C \n Frame was made of: B= %u, D= %u, A= %u, C= %u \n', fuB(floor((frm-1)/2)+1), fuD(frm-1+1), fuA(frm-1+1),
fuC(floor((frm-2)+1));
fprintf(\n LNGC = %u, LNGB = %u \n set pfn = %u , fsho=sh = %u ,
lup= %u \n\n', fuB(floor((frm-1)/2)), fuB(floor((frm-1)/2)+1), frm-3, fuD(frm-
2+1), floor(fuD(frm+1)/blck)+1);
ansr=input('\n reset values? (0 / 1) ');
if ansr==true
  lup=floor(fuD(frm+1)/blck)+1;
  pfn=frm-3;
  sh=fuD(frm-2+1);
  fsho=sh;
  full=full(1:find(full==fuC(floor((frm-1)/2))));
  fub=fub(1:floor((frm)/2));
  fud=fud(1:frm-2+1);
  fua=fua(1:frm-2+1);
  fuC=fuC(1:floor((frm-1)/2));
end;
end;

%% the calculating body
rfac=6.5; %intensity adjustment for phase calculation
lup=1; %first time. the big loop counter
pfn=0; %first time. This is your result counter
sh=69; %begining point, first time, the "D" right before the first 2-4-1-3-1-4-2
fsho=sh; %Checks: if equal, goes through initialization

% Quality of every estimator for detecting each of the shifts. % Adjust for the current set as you go, based on the suggestions log (fusuj)
Zr1=[NaNNaNNaNNaNNaN 1 NaN];
Zr2=[0.3 NaNNaNNaNNaN 0.7 1 NaN];
Zr3=[0.5 0.3 0.7 NaNNaNNaN 1 NaN];
Zr4=[NaN 0.7 0.5 0.7 0.5 NaN 1 NaN];
Zr5=[NaNNaNNaNNaNNaNNaN 1 NaN];
Zr6=[NaNNaNNaN 1 1 NaN 1 1];

thrsh=1000; % results variation accepted threshold

% Last known good (input) frames of each state. reset before each run
LC=989;
LA=991;
LD=993; %make sure it's comparable to sh; should be the "D" right before the first 2-4-1-3-1-4-2
LB=996;

%otpB=true;
%otpC=true;

tstart1=tic;% how much data to take in every time to avoid overflowing the ram and slowing down the code
while lup <= floor(length(info)/blck)+1 %each time reads in a blck size of frame and analyzes them
  tstart2=tic;

  clear curr;
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clear bnr;

curr=file1.curr(min((lup-1)*blck+1,sh):min((lup*blck)+30,length(info)),:,:);
bnr=file2.curr(min((lup-1)*blck+1,sh):min((lup*blck)+30,length(info)),:,:);

if fsho==sh %initialization values on the first run

full=[full; LA; LD];
fuA=[fuA; LA];
fuD=[fuD; LD];

LNGB=LB;
LNGC=LC;

fillertA(:,:,1)=file1.curr(LA,:,:);
fillertbA(:,:,1)=file2.curr(LA,:,:);
fillertB(:,:,1)=file1.curr(LB,:,:);
fillertbB(:,:,1)=file2.curr(LB,:,:);
fillertC(:,:,1)=file1.curr(LC,:,:);
fillertbC(:,:,1)=file2.curr(LC,:,:);
fillertD(:,:,1)=file1.curr(LD,:,:);
fillertbD(:,:,1)=file2.curr(LD,:,:);

MA=feature_vec7(fillertA);
MB=feature_vec7(fillertB);
MC=feature_vec7(fillertC);
MD=feature_vec7(fillertD);

MAb=feature_vec7(fillertbA);
MBb=feature_vec7(fillertbB);
MCb=feature_vec7(fillertbC);
MDB=feature_vec7(fillertbD);

%% Resolve the initial one here and store
A=fillertA;
B=fillertB;
C=fillertC;
D=fillertD;

Gs=(D-B); Gc=A-C; del_phi=atan2(Gs,Gc);
%beta
L=(A-C+D-B)./(sin(del_phi)+cos(del_phi))/4; %E0*E1
s1=(A+C)/2; %E0^2+E1^2=s
s2=L.*L; %E0^2*E1^2=p
x1=s1/2-sqrt(s1.*s1-4*s2)/2; x2=s1/2+sqrt(s1.*s1-4*s2)/2; %solutions
beta1=sqrt(x1./x2); beta2=1./beta1;
%get constant from average over pixels
cL=L(yy1:yy2,xx1:xx2); cbeta1=beta1(yy1:yy2,xx1:xx2);
L1=real(mean2(cbeta1))/mean2(cL);
LL=L1*L;
beta=LL*rfac; %real beta, ADJUSTED BASED ON CALIBRATION (BECAUSE OF
CHANGES IN INTENSITY)
phi=atan2(beta.*sin(del_phi),1+beta.*cos(del_phi));
pfn=pfn+1;
REZ=unwrap2(phi);
uphi(:,:,pfn)=REZ;
end;

while sh<(min((lup*blck),length(info)))
shs=sh; %non-creeping counter for the loop

% 4-2

MDUM=MB;
MDUMb=MBb;
fillerR=fillertB;
fillerRb=fillertbB;
for c=1:4
filler(:,:,c)=curr(sh+c-min((lup-1)*blck,sh-1),:,:);
fillerb(:,:,c)=bnr(sh+c-min((lup-1)*blck,sh-1),:,:);
M(c,:)=[abs(feature_vec7(filler)-MDUM);
abs(sum(sum(abs(filler-fillerR))));abs(sum(sum((filler-fillerR))))];
Mb(c,:)=[abs(feature_vec7(fillerb)-MDUMb);
abs(sum(sum(abs(fillerb-fillerRb))));abs(sum(sum((fillerb-
fillerRb))))];
end;

[dum,ind3]=min(M);
[dum,ind2]=min(Mb);
M1=(max(M)-min(M))./mean(M).*Zr1;
M2=(max(Mb)-min(Mb))./mean(Mb).*Zr1;
[dum,vs1]=max(M1);mk1=[mk1;ind3(vs1)];
[dum,vs2]=max(M2);mk2=[mk2;ind2(vs2)];
ind1=[vs1+2 vs2+10 ind3+sh ind2+sh];
M1(vs1)=NaN;
[dum,vs1]=max(M1);mk1=[mk1;ind3(vs1)];
fusuj=[fusuj; ind1];
M2(vs2)=NaN;
[dum,vs2]=max(M2);mk2=[mk2;ind2(vs2)];

indx=intersect(mk1,mk2);
if length(indx) == 1
lfM=[lfM;sh];indl=mk2(1); %priority between full image(1) and binary(2)
else indl=indx;
end;
sh=sh+indl;

mk1=[];mk2=[]; clear indx;

full=[full ; sh];
fuB=[fuB ; sh];
fillertB(:,:,)=curr(sh-min((lup-1)*blck,shs-1),:,:);
fillertbB(:,:,)=bnr(sh-min((lup-1)*blck,shs-1),:,:);

% RESOLVE ONE HERE AND COMPARE (first one)

A=fillertA;
B=fillertB;
C=fillertC;
D=fillertD;

Gs=(D-B); Gc=A-C; del_phi=atan2(Gs,Gc);

% beta
L=(A-C+D-B)./(sin(del_phi)+cos(del_phi))/4; %E0*E1

g1=-(A+C)/2; %E0^2+E1^2=s

g2=L.*L; %E0^2*E1^2=p

x1=g1/2-sqrt(g1.*g1-4*g2)/2; x2=g1/2+sqrt(g1.*g1-4*g2)/2; %solutions

beta1=sqrt(x1./x2); beta2=1./beta1;

% get constant from average over pixels

cL=L(yy1:yy2,xx1:xx2); cbetal=beta1(yy1:yy2,xx1:xx2);

L1=real(mean2(cbeta1))/mean2(cL);

L=L1*L;

% real beta, ADJUSTED BASED ON CALIBRATION (BECAUSE OF
% CHANGES IN INTENSITY)

phi=atan2(beta.*sin(del_phi),1+beta.*cos(del_phi));

pfn=pfn+1;
uphi(:,:,pfn)=unwrap2(phi);

tstmp(pfn)=abs((full(end)-full(end-3)))*0.028;

if otpB ~= true
    if abs(sum(abs(sum((uphi(:,:,pfn)-REZ)))))>thrsh
        sh=fuD(pfn-1); % fuA and fuD are 1 element longer
        fsho=sh;
        full=full(1:find(full==fuC(floor((pfn-1)/2))));
        LUA=fuA(pfn-1);
        LUD=fuD(pfn-1);

        fuA=fuA(1:pfn-2); % fuA and fuD are 1 element longer
        fuB=fuB(1:floor((pfn-1)/2));
        fuC=fuC(1:floor((pfn-1)/2));
        fuD=fuD(1:pfn-2); % fuA and fuD are 1 element longer
    end
end

for k=pfn-2:pfn
    if k==pfn-2
        figure(k)
        surf(-1.88*uphi(:,:,k),'FaceColor','interp','EdgeColor','none','FaceLighting','flat')
        view(141,80), camlight, left, axis off
        title(['t= ' num2str(sum(tstmp(1:k))) 's'],'fontweight','bold','Fontsize',16)
        xlabel('X Pixels'), ylabel('Y Pixels'), zlabel('Phase in mrad')
        caxis manual
    end
end
caxis([-1 1.5]);
colorbar;
end;
pfn=pfn-2;
load handel
sound(y,Fs)
error(fprintf('
 Broken at B 
 LNGB = %u, LGNC = %u, (A%u)(D%u) (bad pfn: %u)
', LNGB, LNGC, LUA, LUD, pfn+2));
end;
end;
pfn
tlapsedF=toc(tstart1)
    REZ=uphi(:,:,pfn);
    LNGB=sh;
%otpB=false;
%otpB=true;
%
MB=feature_vec7(fillertB);
MBb=feature_vec7(fillertbB);

% 2-4
MDUM=MD;
MDUMb=MDb;
fillerR=fillertD;
fillerRb=fillertbD;
for c=1:4
    filler(:,:,)=curr(sh+c-min((lup-1)*blck,sh-1),:,:);
    fillerb(:,:,)=bnr(sh+c-min((lup-1)*blck,sh-1),:,:);
    M(c,:)=abs(feature_vec7(filler)-MDUM);
    abs(sum(sum(abs(filler-fillerR))));abs(sum(sum((filler-fillerR))));
    Mb(c,:)=abs(feature_vec7(fillerb)-MDUMb);
    abs(sum(sum(abs(fillerb-fillerRb))));abs(sum(sum((fillerb-
fillerRb))));
end;
[dum,ind2]=min(Mb);
[dum,ind3]=min(M);
M1=(max(M)-min(M))./mean(M).*Zr2;
M2=(max(Mb)-min(Mb))./mean(Mb).*Zr2;
[dum,vs1]=max(M1);mk1=[mk1;ind3(vs1)];
[dum,vs2]=max(M2);mk2=[mk2;ind2(vs2)];
ind1=[vs1+2 vs2+10 ind3+sh ind2+sh];
M1(vs1)=NaN;
[dum,vs1]=max(M1);mk1=[mk1;ind3(vs1)];
fusuj=[fusuj; ind1];
M2(vs2)=NaN;
[dum,vs2]=max(M2);mk2=[mk2;ind2(vs2)];
indx=intersect(mk1,mk2);
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if length(indx) ~= 1
ifM=[lfM;sh];ind1=mk2(1); %priority between full image(1) and binary(2)
else
ind1=indx;
end;
sh=sh+indl;

%priority between full image(1) and binary(2)
lfM=[lfM;sh];

else
indl=indx;
end;

sh=sh+indl;

mk1= []; mk2= []; clear indx;

full=[full;sh];

fuD=[fuD;sh];

fillertD(:, :) = curr(sh - min((lup - 1) * blck, shs - 1), :, :);
fillertbD(:, :) = bnr(sh - min((lup - 1) * blck, shs - 1), :, :);
MD = feature_vec7(fillertD);
MDb = feature_vec7(fillertbD);

% 4-1
MDUM=MA;
MDUMB=MAb;
fillerR=fillertA;
fillerRb=fillertbA;
for c=1:4
filler(:, :) = curr(sh + c - min((lup - 1) * blck, sh - 1), :, :);
fillerb(:, :) = bnr(sh + c - min((lup - 1) * blck, sh - 1), :, :);
M(c,:) = [abs(feature_vec7(filler) - MDUM);
abs(sum(sum(abs(filler-fillerR))));abs(sum(sum((filler-fillerR))))];
Mb(c,:) = [abs(feature_vec7(fillerb) - MDUMB);
abs(sum(sum(abs(fillerb-fillerRb))));abs(sum(sum((fillerb-fillerRb))))];
end;

[dum, ind2] = min(Mb);
[dum, ind3] = min(M);

M1 = (max(M) - min(M))./mean(M).*Zr3;
M2 = (max(Mb) - min(Mb))./mean(Mb).*Zr3;

[dum, vs1] = max(M1); mk1 = [mk1; ind3(vs1)];
[dum, vs2] = max(M2); mk2 = [mk2; ind2(vs2)];
ind1 = [vs1+2 vs2+10 ind3+sh ind2+sh];
M1(vs1) = NaN; [dum, vs1] = max(M1); mk1 = [mk1; ind3(vs1)];
M2(vs2) = NaN; [dum, vs2] = max(M2); mk2 = [mk2; ind2(vs2)];
fusuj = [fusuj; ind1];

indx = intersect(mk1, mk2);
if length(indx) ~= 1
ifM=[lfM;sh];indl=mk2(1); %priority between full image(1) and binary(2)
else
indl=indx;
end;
sh=sh+indl;

mk1= []; mk2= []; clear indx;
full=[full;sh];
fuA = [fuA ; sh];

fillertA(:,:, :) = curr(sh-min((lup-1)*blck, shs-1), :, :);
fillertbA(:,:, :) = bnr(sh-min((lup-1)*blck, shs-1), :, :);
MA = feature_vec7(fillertA);
MAb = feature_vec7(fillertbA);

% 1-3
MDUM = MC;
MDUMb = MCb;
fillerR = fillertC;
fillerRb = fillertbC;
for c = 1:4
filler(:,:, :) = curr(sh+c-min((lup-1)*blck, sh-1), :, :);
fillerb(:,:, :) = bnr(sh+c-min((lup-1)*blck, sh-1), :, :);
M(c, :) = abs(feature_vec7(filler) - MDUM);
abs(sum(sum(abs(filler-fillerR)))); abs(sum(sum((filler-fillerR))));
M(c, :) = abs(feature_vec7(fillerb) - MDUMb);
abs(sum(sum(abs(fillerb-fillerRb)))); abs(sum(sum((fillerb-fillerRb))));
end;

[dum, ind2] = min(Mb);
[dum, ind3] = min(M);
M1 = (max(M) - min(M))./mean(M).*Zr4;
M2 = (max(Mb) - min(Mb))./mean(Mb).*Zr4;
[dum, vs1] = max(M1); mk1 = [mk1; ind3(vs1)];
[dum, vs2] = max(M2); mk2 = [mk2; ind2(vs2)];
ind1 = [vs1+2 vs2+10 ind3+sh ind2+sh];
M1(vs1) = NaN; [dum, vs1] = max(M1); mk1 = [mk1; ind3(vs1)];
M2(vs2) = NaN; [dum, vs2] = max(M2); mk2 = [mk2; ind2(vs2)];

indx = intersect(mk1, mk2);
if length(indx) ~= 1
lfM = [lfM; sh]; ind1 = mk2(1); % priority between full image(1) and binary(2)
else
ind1 = indx;
end;
sh = sh + ind1;
mk1 = []; mk2 = []; clear indx;
full = [full ; sh];
fuC = [fuC ; sh];

fillertC(:,:, :) = curr(sh-min((lup-1)*blck, shs-1), :, :);
fillertbC(:,:, :) = bnr(sh-min((lup-1)*blck, shs-1), :, :);
% RESOLVE ONE HERE AND COMPARE (second one)

A=fillertA;
B=fillertB;
C=fillertC;
D=fillertD;
Gs=(D-B); Gc=A-C; del_phi=atan2(Gs,Gc);

%beta
L=(A-C+D-B)./(sin(del_phi)+cos(del_phi))/4; %E0*E1
% E0^2+E1^2=s
% E0^2*E1^2=p
x1=g1/2-sqrt(g1.*g1/4)+sqrt(g1.*g1/4); x2=g1/2+sqrt(g1.*g1/4); %solutions
betal=sqrt(x1./x2); beta2=1./betal;

%get constant from average over pixels
cl=L(yy1:yy2,xx1:xx2); cbetal=betal(yy1:yy2,xx1:xx2);
L1=real(mean2(cbeta1))/mean2(cl);

beta=LL*rfac; %real beta, ADJUSTED BASED ON CALIBRATION (BECAUSE OF
%CHANGES IN INTENSITY)
phi=atan2(betal.*sin(del_phi),1+betal.*cos(del_phi));
pf=pf+1;
uphi(:, :, pf)=unwrap2(phi);
tmp(pf)=abs((full(end)-full(end-3)))*0.028;

if !otpC ~= true
    if abs(sum(abs(sum((uphi(:, :, pf)-REZ)))))>thrsh
        sh=fuD(pf-2); %fuA and fuD are 1 element longer
        fsho=sh;
        LUA=fuA(pf-2);
        LUD=fuD(pf-2);
        full=full(1: find(full==fuC(floor(pf/2)-1)));
        fuB=fuB(floor(pf/2)-1);
        fuD=fuD(floor(pf/3)); %fuA and fuD are 1 element longer
        fuA=fuA(floor(pf/3)); %fuA and fuD are 1 element longer
        fuC=fuC(floor(pf/2)-1);
        for k=pf-2:pf
            figure(k)
            surf(-1.88*uphi(:, :, k),'FaceColor', 'interp', 'EdgeColor', 'none',
            'FaceLighting','flat')
            view(141, 80), camlight left, axis off
            title(['t=', num2str(sum(tmp(1:k))) 's'], 'fontweight', 'bold', 'FontSize', 16)
            xlabel('X Pixels'), ylabel('Y Pixels'), zlabel('Phase in mrad')
            caxis manual
            caxis([-1 1.5]);
            colorbar;
        end;
        pf=pf-3;
        loadhandel
        sound(y,Fs)
    end;
end;
error(sprintf(['\n Broken at C \n LGNC = %u (A%u)(D%u), LNBG = %u (bad
pf: %u)\n', LGNC, LUA, LUD, LNBG, pf+3));
end;
end;
otpC=false;
%otpC=true;
pfn
telapsedF=toc(tstart1)
    REZ=uphi(:,:,pfn);
    LNGC=sh;

MC=feature_vec7(fillertC);
MCb=feature_vec7(fillertbC);

% 3-1
    MDUM=MA;
    MDUMb=MAb;
    fillerR=fillertA;
    fillertbR=fillertbA;
    for c=1:4
        filler(:,:,)=curr(sh+c-min((lup-1)*blck,sh-1),:,:);
        fillerb(:,:,)=bnr(sh+c-min((lup-1)*blck,sh-1),:,:);
        M(c,:)=[abs(feature_vec7(filler)-MDUM);
               abs(sum(sum(abs(filler-fillerR))));abs(sum(sum((filler-fillerR))))];
        Mb(c,:)=[abs(feature_vec7(fillerb)-MDUMb);
                 abs(sum(sum(abs(fillerb-fillerRb))));abs(sum(sum((fillerb-fillerRb))))];
    end
    [dum,ind2]=min(Mb);
    [dum,ind3]=min(M);
    M1=(max(M)-min(M))./mean(M).*Zr5;
    M2=(max(Mb)-min(Mb))./mean(Mb).*Zr5;
    [dum,vs1]=max(M1);mk1=[mk1;ind3(vs1)];
    [dum,vs2]=max(M2);mk2=[mk2;ind2(vs2)];
    indl=[vs1+2 vs2+10 ind3+sh ind2+sh];
    M1(vs1)=NaN;
    [dum,vs1]=max(M1);mk1=[mk1;ind3(vs1)];
    fusuj=[fusuj; ind1];
    M2(vs2)=NaN;
    [dum,vs2]=max(M2);mk2=[mk2;ind2(vs2)];
    indx=intersect(mk1,mk2);
    if length(indx) ~= 1
        lFM=[lFM;sh];indl=mk1(1); % priority between full image(lm1) and binary(lm2)
    else
        indx=ind1;
    end
    sh=sh+indl;
    mk1=[];mk2=[]; clear indx;
    full=[full ; sh];
    fuA=[fuA ; sh];
    fillertA(:,:,)=curr(sh-min((lup-1)*blck,shs-1),:,:);
    fillertbA(:,:,)=bnr(sh-min((lup-1)*blck,shs-1),:,:);
    MA=feature_vec7(fillertA);
    MAb=feature_vec7(fillertbA);

% 1-4
    MDUM=MD;
    MDUMb=MDb;
fillerR=fillertD;
fillerRb=fillertbD;
for c=1:4
filler(:,:,)=curr(sh+c-min((lup-1)*blck,sh-1),,:);
fillerb(:,:,)=bnr(sh+c-min((lup-1)*blck,sh-1),:);
M(c,:)=[abs(feature_vec7(filler)-MDUM);
abs(sum(sum(abs(filler-fillerR))));abs(sum(sum((filler-fillerR))));]
Mb(c,:)=[abs(feature_vec7(fillerb)-MDUMb);
abs(sum(sum(abs(fillerb-fillerRb))));abs(sum(sum((fillerb-fillerRb))));]
end;
[dum,ind2]=min(Mb);
[dum,ind3]=min(M);
M1=(max(M)-min(M))./mean(M).*Zr6;
M2=(max(Mb)-min(Mb))./mean(Mb).*Zr6;
[dum,vs1]=max(M1);mk1=[mk1;ind3(vs1)];
[dum,vs2]=max(M2);mk2=[mk2;ind2(vs2)];
indx=intersect(mk1,mk2);
if length(indx) ~= 1
lfM=[lfM;sh];indl=mk2(1); %priority between full image(lm1) and binary(lm2)
else
indl=indx;
end;
sh=sh+indl;
full=[full;sh];
fuD=[fuD;sh];
fillertD(:,:,)=curr(sh-min((lup-1)*blck,shs-1),:);
fillertbD(:,:,)=bnr(sh-min((lup-1)*blck,shs-1),:);
MD=feature_vec7(fillertD);
MDb=feature_vec7(fillertbD);

% Flags for short and long frames
if (sh-shs)>22
flagL=flagL+1;
lfL=[lfL;sh];
end;
if (sh-shs)<16
flagS=flagS+1;
lfS=[lfS;sh];
end;
end;
[dlapsed2=toc(tstart2)
[dlapsed1=toc(tstart1)/60
lup=lup+1;
end;